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                 1 
Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The use of wind energy is not a new idea. Mankind has been using it since 
antiquity. For centuries windmills with watermills were the only source of 
motive power for many applications, some of which are even still being used 
today such as sailing, pumps for irrigation or drainage, or grinding grain. With 
the industrial revolution, the importance of windmills as primary industrial 
energy source was replaced by steam and internal combustion engines. 
 
The first wind turbine to generate electricity was built by American scientist 
and businessman Charles Brush in 1888. It was 17 meters tall with 144 cedar 
rotor blades, and it had a capacity of 12 kilowatts. Later, in the year 1891, 
Danish inventor Poul La Cour discovered that faster rotating wind turbines 
with fewer rotor blades generate more electricity than slow moving turbines 
with many rotor blades. Using this knowledge, he developed the first wind 
electrical generating wind turbines to incorporate modern aerodynamic design 
principles. The 25-kilowatt machines used four bladed rotors in order to 
increase the efficiency. By the end of World War I, the use of these machines 
spread throughout Denmark. During 1930s thousands of small wind turbines 
were built in rural areas across the United States. One to three kilowatts in 
capacity, the turbines at first were providing lighting for farms but later their 
use was extended to power appliances and farm machinery. With the 
electrification of the industrialized world, the role of wind power decreased. 
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Fossil fuels showed to be more competitive in providing electrical power on 
large scales.  
  
The revival of the wider interest in wind power started after the oil crisis of 
1973. As public concerns about environmental issues such as air pollution and 
climate change grew, governments all around the industrial world took a 
greater interest in using renewable energy as a way to decrease greenhouse 
gases and other emissions. Since the research in wind power utilization did 
not stop due to competition of fossil fuels, solid foundation of theories and 
practical experience brought modern technology and materials into use. Wind 
turbine installations increased in Germany, Sweden, Canada, Great Britain 
and the United States encouraged by government sponsored programs. 
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Fig. 1- 1 Wind power capacities in world in Europe from 1990 to 2006 
according to European Energy Association  
 
Today, wind power is the world’s fastest growing energy technology. 
Although it currently produces less than 1% of world-wide electricity use, it 
accounts for 23% of electricity use in Denmark, 4.3% in Germany and 
approximately 8% in Spain. Figure 1-1 shows growth of installed capacities in 
world and Europe for the last 15 years. The wind power targets set by the 
industry and by the European Commission during the last decade have all 
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been exceeded. The European Wind Energy Association has set new targets 
for the EU-15 to have installed 75,000 MW. These capacities, which are going 
to be 10.6% of total European installed generation capacity, or 28% of total 
new generation capacity, generating 5.5% of European electricity, 167 TWh 
per year, will provide power equivalent to the needs of 34 million European 
households or 86 million people.  
 
 
The revolution of wind industry in Germany in the future is limited by the 
supply of suitable landscape for wind parks and also ecological consequences. 
In addition to a natural shortage of inland locations are the concern of the 
nature and landscape protection. One solution to this problem is to increase 
the percentage consumption of electricity from wind energy rather than 
conventional energy sources. The offshore installation of wind turbines is a 
huge source of energy [16]. However this brings a number of serious technical 
problems, such as:  
 
• Transportation and installation of the system components. 
 
• Network Connection.  
 
• Maintenance and Diagnostics.  
 
• Compliance of nature conservation. 
  
Because of the greater energy yield, it is necessary to use MW offshore wind 
power plant wind turbines. Difficult access locations and high maintenance 
costs require an extremely reliable operation. This could lead to encourage 
other generator types particularly high gearless permanent magnet 
synchronous generators because of their almost maintenance free and the 
improvement in the efficiency despite their higher investment costs. Even the 
choice of power electronic part and its cost and reliability should be 
considered. As it plays an important role in which voltage level and network 
types in offshore applications will primarily exist. Currently, in particular, the 
dc voltage connection via submarine cable to a network coupling station on 
the coast is greatly favored [26]. In this case, the decision between the diode 
rectifiers or IGBT converters should be decided. Due to the lower power 
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losses and higher reliability additional to due lack of control single, make the 
usage of a diode rectifier with permanent magnet synchronous generator is 
preferred. A disadvantage is that operating speed range is limited. This results 
that by a constant dc voltage excitation or fixed excitation by the permanent 
magnet only a very small speed range with reasonable torque output to 
operate. Possible alternatives would be a variable supply voltage 
compensation or passive means, such as capacitors. Another possibility is the 
use of active compensators, which is controllable voltage that can be a 
portion of the rating of the complete system. In this case the generator with 
limited output power feeding the diode rectifier can operate up to the rated 
power.  
 
 
1.1 State of art technology  
 
 
The current status in the field of powerful wind power plant is a competitive 
situation between high pole gearless synchronous machine and double feed 
asynchronous slip ring machine marked with gearbox [21],[72]. Both versions 
are variable speed by using a stator side or rotor side frequency inverter 
designed so that a frequency adjustment is possible. For onshore wind power 
plant competition there is currently a balanced assessment. The advantages for 
the double fed asynchronous slip ring machine shown in fig. 1-2 [80],[100]: 
 
 
• Full coverage of the speed setting range by over or under synchronous 
speed. 
 
• The regulation of active and reactive power flow with the help of the 
rotor inverter on the rotor and stator side. 
  
• Entirely decoupled load independent adjustability of capacitive and 
inductive reactive power on the stator side. 
 
• The extremely high stability through a fast control of voltage grid.  
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• The use of less expensive machines low pole geometries (4 or 6-pole 
with higher utilization).  
 
• The reduced rating rotor side inverter, which is about 20-30% of rated 
power. 
 
The doubly fed asynchronous generator (DFIG) is widely used. Repower 
Systems Company manufactures 5MW power plant with 126 m rotor diameter 
while Vestas Company manufactures asynchronous generator of rated of 
3MW power plant. 
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Fig. 1- 2 Doubly fed asynchronous slip ring machine 
 
The disadvantages of doubly fed asynchronous machine:  
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• The use of slip ring machine. 
 
• The need for a mechanism to speed adjustment.  
 
The advantages of the high pole synchronous machine shown in   fig 1-3:  
 
• The saving of expensive volume. 
 
• The avoidance of gear damage.  
 
•  A reduction drives vibrations. 
 
• The overall efficiency is very good. 
 
Large plants of 2 MW as Enercon E-82 stand for the electrically excited 
variant. Permanent generators are currently up to 2000 kW used by Lagerwey 
Company and up to 800kW by the company Genesys. 
 
The disadvantages of this principle are:  
 
• Complicated high pole machines run with poor utilization compared 
low pole machines. 
 
• Larger outside diameter with increasing performance (5 MW), to   
considerable difficulties in overland transportation, even at the coastal 
production. 
 
• The frequency inverter is rated to the full rated power of generator, 
which leads to higher dimensions and a weight increase and the use of 
coolants are required. 
 
For electrical excitation [57],[62]:  
 
• Dc current is fed to the rotor windings through brushes that are used     
for excitation. The brushes are affected by environmental conditions. 
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• Brushless excitation increases the cost. 
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Fig. 1- 3 High pole synchronous machine 
  
For permanent magnet excitation:  
 
• Eliminates the excitation losses but the cost of permanent magnets, 
the machine is considerably more expensive. 
 
• Control of the terminal voltage is no longer possible because of the   
permanent magnet.  
 
• Cheaper magnets types such as NdFeB magnets are not capable to 
withstand corrosion. Special coating of galvanise such as Sn, Zn, Ni 
compounds (multi-layer coating), or Parylene coatings (plastic layer) 
is required to perform this task. Both methods increase the cost of the 
magnet.  
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• For the accident case for the power outage, a circuit device is required 
to disconnect the winding due to the presence of the internal induced 
voltage. 
 
• A constant speed   operation with a direct network connection brings 
greater interpretation difficulties, which are discussed in details [17], 
and also the deviation from the rated speed of the overall system. As 
result the pitch angle is necessary [11].  
 
 
For off-shore applications 
  
Medium voltage transformer is used to connect the offshore wind power plant 
near the coast to the network. For offshore locations is currently a dc 
transmission via submarine cables favoured   in order to avoid the   creation of 
capacitive reactive power. This also helps to decouple the wind turbine from 
three phase network [23]. Even in onshore wind parks can be connected to a 
dc bus bar. Then dc bus bar is connected to network connection through an 
inverter and transformer. This configuration increases the overall efficiency 
compared to a large number of single coupling transformers. The connection 
of offshore wind park can be realised in three different configurations [34]: 
 
• dc-string 
 
• dc-star 
 
• dc park 
 
Either the transformer or a dc / dc converter voltage is used on the dc side. 
This depends on the voltage level. The permanent magnet synchronous 
gearless machine with uncontrolled rectifiers connect to dc network is the 
most reliable  solution in offshore operation  However, the rapid adjustment of 
the maximum power point no longer directly on the inverter made, but it has 
done though the pitch angle adjustment. This is a slow, inaccurate and lead to 
an additional burden on the rotor blades. Also additional oscillations will be 
present. Since practically there is no possibility to stabilise the machine, 
except by inserting a suitable damper winding. A disadvantage of permanent 
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magnet synchronous machine is the load depend voltage. A comparison high 
pole synchronous generator in connection with various configurations is 
discussed in [22]. When comparing permanently synchronous generators with 
diodes or IGBT converters, the latter configuration increases the efficiency in 
the partial load operation. However, the reliability effect for the diode 
rectification and makes this solution attractive for offshore applications. From 
the power system, especially the three phase transmission technology methods 
to compensate for reactive and distortion performance are known 
[20],[56],[60]. Active filter in series, parallel filters or combined series and 
parallel compensation filter are presented in [13],[96]. The series compensator 
is used to control the amplitude of the voltage and the phase.  Parallel 
compensator is used to   compensate the harmonic current [65]. These 
methods provide an attractive solution to constant magnet of the permanent 
magnet synchronous generator which will implemented in this research work. 
 
 
1.2 Objectives of this research  
 
In order to verify the theoretical analysis and simulation results a 25kVA 
synchronous generator, which is driven by a dc machine, is used as prototype 
of the complete wind power plant. The synchronous generator is feeding a dc 
network. The following terms were considered: 
 
 
• Improving the performance of the permanent magnet synchronous 
machine connected to a dc grid through a diode rectifier regarding 
power factor and efficiency.  
 
  
•  Examining different types of active filters. 
 
• Clarification of the power plant properties regulated during normal 
operation.  
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• Recommendations on the implementation of the permanent magnet 
synchronous machine with diode rectifier and active compensation 
filter based on normal operation 
 
• Choose of the suitable control algorithm.  
 
• Increase the output power of the synchronous generator. 
 
• Stabilising the output voltage the synchronous generator.  
 
 
1.3 Thesis outline 
 
 
The following chapters in this thesis present the theoretical base, the 
simulation and the experimental result obtained.  The problems that face the 
implementation of the permanent magnet synchronous generator are discussed 
in chapter two. The first problem is the dependency of the terminal voltage on 
the size of the magnet and impedance of the generator. Furthermore the 
generator is not capable of delivering the rated power at rated excitation. 
Mathematical derivation of the required reactive compensation for the 
fundamental frequency is considered at the beginning. Then numerical 
analysis is used to take the harmonics into consideration. Finally comparison 
between the active filter and hybrid is presented.  
 
Chapter three focuses on modeling different components of the system, 
starting from the synchronous generator, the rectifier, dc network and the 
compensation voltage. The compensation voltage is realised by the inverter 
output voltage, which is filtered by LC filter and fed through the coupling 
transformer. A description and simulation of the space vector modulation is 
presented. The control strategy is also described and the derivation of 
controller is presented.  Simulation results with and without compensation are 
evaluated. Finally the simulation results with passive and without passive 
filter are compared. 
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Chapter four focuses on modeling of the wind turbine and coupling between 
the wind turbine and synchronous generator. Chapter five presents the 
dimensioning and the construction of the experiment is described. The aim of 
chapter is to verify the proposed theory of the static synchronous series 
compensation applied to the permanent magnet synchronous generator in the 
pervious chapters. Chapter five provides also a discussion of the obtained 
results. Finally the efficiency of the system is calculated. Chapter six presents 
the conclusion and the results. 
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Reactive Power Compensation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter focuses on the application of permanent magnet synchronous 
generator in wind power plant connected to dc grid. The terminal voltage of 
the generator depends on the internal induced voltage and synchronous 
impedance of the generator. The output power of the generator is limited by 
the fixed magnet. Different reactive power compensation configurations are 
discussed in order to solve these problems.  The required reactive power 
compensation is deduced for the fundamental frequency at the beginning. 
Afterwards numerical analysis is presented to take the harmonics into 
consideration. Finally the implementation of the active filter and hybrid filter 
to the permanent magnet synchronous generator is compared. 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Problem description 
 
Actual tendency in the area of the wind power for high power plants in MW 
range has been realised. There are the variable speed operation, the direct 
drive coupling and the pitch control of rotor blades. Furthermore a continual 
increment of power stations in the megawatt class can be observed because of 
the installation costs. Besides the usage of induction machine in partial speed 
range, the high pole permanent magnet synchronous generator has many 
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future prospects [7],[63],[84]. Especially when operating offshore wind plant 
the maintenance issue becomes the overruling factor, since maintenance or 
replacement of major components as generator or gearbox is extremely 
difficult. Furthermore the well known advantages of permanent magnet 
synchronous generator are the high power to weight ratio and higher 
efficiency. Since this research work is concerned with the permanent magnet 
synchronous generator, the operating curve of synchronous generator feeding 
a dc grid should be obtained. A 25KVA electrical excited salient pole 
synchronous generator connected to dc machine through a rectifier bridge is 
tested in the lab by changing the excitation and the rotation speed as shown in 
fig 2-1.The generator was driven by dc controlled motor. The speed range 
from 1000 to 2000 rpm was chosen in order to resemble the operation of wind 
turbine taking into consideration the gearbox. The measurements indicated 
that the maximum output power of the synchronous generator increases with 
increase the rotation speed and the increment of the excitation voltage UE as 
shown in fig. 2-2. In order to research the rated output power of the generator 
over excitation is necessary.  
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Fig. 2- 1 Layout of the experiment in the Lab 
The measurement of synchronous generator at the rated rotation speed of 1500 
rpm that the terminal voltage decreases with increment of the stator current 
due to the voltage drop on generator synchronous reactance and the generator 
resistance as shown in fig 2-3.  
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Fig. 2- 2  Measured output power versus rotation speed at different  
excitation levels  
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Fig. 2- 3 Measured terminal voltage versus stator current at different 
excitation levels 
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In order to analyse the previous measurement, it is necessary to build an 
equivalent circuit that describes the complete system. At first we will focus on 
the fundamental frequency and then afterwards we will consider the other 
harmonics. Here is the equivalent of the fundamental frequency, which is 
shown in fig 2-4.  
 
~
U P
U
d cU S
I  S
 
Fig. 2- 4 Equivalent circuit of the generator connected to dc grid 
 
Regarding the equivalent circuit, we can write the following equation 
[67],[84]: 
SSPS IjXUU +=                                                                                           (2-1)   
Where US=USejφ is the terminal voltage, UP=UPej(φ+δ) is the internal induced 
voltage,  φ=pi+φB is the angle between the terminal voltage and the current.  
 
For simplicity the saliency of the generator and the resistance of the generator 
are neglected. XS is the synchronous reactance of the generator. The terminal 
voltage US is function of the generator current IS, the synchronous reactance 
and internal induced voltage.  If we substitute in equation 2-1 with the 
terminal voltage and internal induced voltage, we obtain the following 
equation: 
 
)()( BB j
S
Pj
S
S
S eX
Uje
X
UjI ϕδpiϕpi +++ +−=
                                                     (2-2) 
               
If we rewrite the eq.2-2 of the current into the real and imaginary axis, where 
IK =Up/XS the steady state short circuit.  
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P
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U
                                                                     (2-4)      
 
If we square the pervious equations 2-3 & 2-4 and add them together we can 
get rid of the power angle δ and we get the following equation: 
 
1sin2)()( 22 =++ B
KP
SS
P
S
K
S
IU
IU
U
U
I
I ϕ
                                                        (2-5)  
 
Equation 2-5 presents a family of curves for constant internal induced voltage, 
which were obtained from the measurements. The phase diagram of the 
fundamental frequency in fig 2-5 shows that when the current increases from 
Is1 to Is2 the voltage drop on the generator reactance increases. As a result the 
terminal voltage of generator will also decrease from US1 to US2 for constant 
internal induced voltage Up as shown in the phase diagram. This explains the 
measurements of the terminal voltage versus the generator current.  
 
The increment in the generator current is accompanied with the increase in the 
output power till certain operating point, which depends on the excitation. If 
the excitation voltage increases,   output power will increase also. Beyond this 
operating point increase in the generator current, the output power will decline 
as shown in fig 2-6.               
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Fig. 2- 5 Phasor diagram of the generator to connected dc grid in operating 
points 1& 2 
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Fig. 2- 6  Measured stator current versus output power at different  
excitation levels  
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The reason for the decline in the output power is clear. If we look at the power 
factor versus power curve, we will recognise that the power factor declines 
slowly till the same operating point, which the further increase in the 
generator current will result in increasing the output power of the generator. 
Afterward the power factor will drop sharply with increase in the generator 
current and decline in the generator output power as shown in fig 2-6 and fig 
2-7. This is due to the decrease of terminal voltage of the generator and the 
increase of the voltage drop on the synchronous reactance. 
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Fig. 2- 7 Measured power factor over output power at different excitation 
levels 
 
The previous analysis reveals that our problem to provide variable source of 
reactive power to generator. As result the output power of the generator will 
increase and terminal voltage will become constant regardless of the variation 
of the loading. Since the generator is similar to the transmission lines, we will 
use the compensation methods applied to the transmission lines to the 
generator. The internal induced voltage presents the sending voltage, while 
the terminal voltage of the generator is similar to the receiving end voltage. 
The synchronous reactance is similar to the impedance of the transmission 
lines.  
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2.2 Reactive power compensation in transmission 
lines  
 
 
Reactive power compensation corresponds to voltage control through 
controlling the reactive power   in the transmission line, which in turn controls 
the voltage magnitude. The reactive power Q is needed by the electrical motor 
in order to produce the magnetic flux. This Reactive power is a steady state 
property and defined as the imaginary part of the complex value of the 
apparent power S 
 
 
jQPIUS S +== ∗2                                                                                     (2-6) 
 
Consider that we neglect the resistance of the transmission line and consider 
only the reactance of the transmission line, which is connected to stiff bus as 
shown in fig. 2.8. The transfer of the active and reactive are coupled and given 
by the following equations [71]: 
 
ϕcos2 SIUP =                                                                                                  (2-7) 
 
ϕsin2 SIUQ =                                                                                                  (2-8)    
 
Where U1 is the sending end voltage, U2 is the receiving end voltage; φ is the 
angle between the terminal voltage and current. This reactive current 
contributes to the effective value of the transmission line current.  Thus the 
reactive current will increase the required current to deliver the active power 
to the load. This has also an influence on the efficiency of the transmission 
line since the transmission has also a resistance. The losses are directly 
proportional to the square of the current. The large amount of reactive power 
transfer causes significant voltage drop [82]. 
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Fig. 2- 8 Equivalent circuit of the transmission line 
 
Since our research is concerned with the permanent magnet synchronous 
generator, we have a fixed magnetic flux. This limits the output power of the 
generator and the terminal voltage will drop by loading. External reactive 
power compensation can provide the required reactive power to the load. 
External compensation also enables flat voltage profile despite of the increase 
of the delivered active power.  
 
 
We will begin going by discussing different compensation methods applied to 
transmission line: 
 
• Shunt capacitor  
 
• Series capacitor  
 
• Passive filter  
 
• Shunt active filter  
 
• Series active filter  
 
• Hybrid filter 
 
• United power quality conditioner 
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Shunt capacitors provide the simplest method of reactive power compensation 
and are used in many industrial plants and transmission lines. They are usually 
installed at the incoming of the plant in parallel with the load.  Since the 
capacitive current leads the capacitive voltage by 90°, which corresponds, to 
reactive power generation. However the shunt capacitor must vary according 
to the variation of loading. The shunt capacitors have many advantages [75], 
[78]: 
 
• Reduces the voltage drop in the transmission lines 
 
• Reduces the losses in the transmission lines  
 
• Reduces the size of the incoming transformers  
 
• Reduction of the size of the cables 
 
The Shunt capacitor improves power factor. The following equation presents 
delivered reactive power  
 
CUQC ω22=                                                                                                         (2-9) 
The following equation presents the required capacitance of shunt capacitor 
which is required to improve the power factor cos ϕold to cos ϕnew: 
 
)tan(tan2
2
newoldU
PC ϕϕ
ω
−=
                                                              (2-10) 
The phasor diagram of the improvement of the power factor resulting from the 
installation of the capacitor bank is illustrated in fig 2-10. It is obvious that the 
active power is constant.  There is a decrease in the needed reactive power 
from the grid due to the presence of the capacitor bank, which deliver a 
portion of the required reactive power.  As result the apparent power is 
reduced from Sold  to Snew . 
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Fig. 2- 9 Shunt capacitor compensation 
 
Thyristor controlled shunt capacitor provides more advanced solution. Such  
an alternative enables fast control of reactive compensation instead of using 
contactors for switching the capacitor.  
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Fig. 2- 10 Phasor diagram of shunt compensation 
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Series capacitances with the transmission line act as reactive power 
compensation [89],[96]. The equivalent circuit is shown in fig 2-11. Series 
capacitor presents impedance opposite to the inductance of the transmission 
line. Thereby the overall voltage drop is reduced by the installations of the 
series capacitances. 
 
 The transmitted power can be increased through the transmission line by the 
connection of series capacitance because the overall impedance of the 
transmission line will be reduced. The power equation is given by eq. 2-11. 
Where δ is the power angle, XC is the series capacitance.  
CS XX
UUP
−
−=
δsin21
                                                                                          (2-11) 
 
The generation of the usage non-sinusoidal current in the transmission line 
results from the presence the rectifiers and non-linear loads, which have non-
linear characteristics. This fast change in the required reactive power of these 
loads for example the arc furnaces and the production of harmonics by the 
diodes, thysistor and other power electronic device has serious effects on the 
power system. Their effects include flicker and interference in industrial 
application in the transmission and distribution [2],[19],[87]. 
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Fig. 2- 11 Series capacitor compensation 
 
According to the Fourier analysis, every periodic waveform can be regarded 
as a summation of several sinusoidal waveforms with different frequencies, 
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i.e. the fundamental and multiple of the fundamental frequency. When we 
apply Fourier analysis to the non-sinusoidal current, we find out that it 
contains the fundamental frequency and harmonics of order 6k±1 where k is 
any positive integer. Current harmonics result distortion in the terminal 
voltage of the transmission line and increase the losses, which cause thermal 
stress. In non-sinusoidal system the reactive power is divided into the 
fundamental reactive power Q1 and displacement power D, where I1 is the 
fundamental current, where φ1 is the angle between the fundamental voltage 
and current, where the apparent S is defined in the following equation and is 
illustrated in fig.2-12. 
111 sinϕUIQ =                                                                                                (2-12) 
23
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2 ........( nIIIUD +++=                                                                    (2-13) 
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1
22 DQPS ++=
                                                                                      (2-14) 
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                    Fig. 2- 12 Power diagram for non-sinusoidal current 
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In order to get rid of the harmonics current, Shunt harmonic filter should be 
used as shown fig. 2-13. To achieve the best results, the harmonic filter should 
be located nearby the source of harmonic currents. Shunt passive filters 
reduced the harmonic by providing low impedance paths for the harmonic 
currents. The passive filter consists of LC filter tuned for specific harmonic. 
The shunt filter has the following problems [45]: 
 
 
• The performance of passive filter depends on the system impedance at 
harmonic frequencies. 
 
• The source impedance is not accurately known and change with 
system configuration. 
 
• At certain frequency resonance occurs between the source and the 
shunt filter. This is called harmonic amplification. 
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Fig. 2- 13 Passive filter for harmonic compensation 
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Shunt active filter consists of a controllable voltage or current source. They 
are similar to the PWM inverters used for ac motor drives. The voltage source 
converter (VSC) based shunt AF is the most common type used nowadays. 
The PWM converter should have a high switching rate in order to reproduce 
accurately the compensating currents [1],[30]. 
 
Normally the switching frequency is more than ten times the maximum 
frequency of the highest load current, which should be compensated. The 
shunt AF compensates the current harmonics by injecting equal but opposite 
harmonic compensating current. In this case the shunt active filter operates as 
a current source injecting harmonic components generated by the rectifier but 
phase shifted by 180°. The equivalent circuit of shunt active filter is shown in 
fig. 2-14. Also shunt active filter has own disadvantages [38], [49]: 
 
 
• It is difficult to construct a large rated current source with a rapid 
current response.  
 
• High initial cost and running costs.  
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                   Fig. 2- 14 Shunt active filter for harmonic compensation 
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Series Active filter for voltage compensation can be generally considered as 
dual circuit of shunt active filter. Series Active filters are connected in series 
with the transmission line through a coupling transformer. VSC are suitable as 
the controlled source for series AF, the principal configuration of series AF 
are similar to shunt filter. The operation principle of AF series is the isolation 
of the harmonics between the load and the source.  
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Fig. 2- 15 Series active filter 
 
This goal is achieved by injecting the harmonic voltage through the coupling 
transformers. The equivalent source impedance can be considered infinite for 
the harmonics. It is considered ideally zero impedance for the fundamental 
frequency. Harmonic isolation is achieved by means of the infinite impedance 
for the current harmonics in series with the source [4], [5],[12]. 
 
 
Hybrid filter consists of a combination of shunt/series and shunt passive 
filters. The main goal of the hybrid filters is to decrease the cost and improve 
the efficiency. The passive filters reduce the harmonic content of the load 
whereas active filter isolates the rest of the harmonic content, which is not 
filtered by the passive filters. Furthermore the rating of the active filter can be 
decreased compared to active filter alone and thus reduce the cost [44],[103]. 
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Fig. 2- 16 Hybrid filter for harmonic compensation 
 
The optimal solution to harmonic reduction regarding performance is the 
combination of a shunt active filter as well as a series active filter with a 
common dc link [37]. This combination is called as unified power quality 
conditioner (UPQC). The function of UPQC is performed by both the series 
active filter and shunt active filter. The series active filter performs harmonic 
isolation while the shunt active filter performs harmonic current filtering and 
dc link voltage regulation by covering the losses of VSC and passive 
components.  
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Fig. 2- 17 United power quality conditioner  
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The UPQC are applicable in power distribution systems close to loads that 
generate harmonic currents, which may affect other harmonic sensitive loads, 
connected to the same bus terminals. Table 2-1 specifies the tasks assigned to 
each active filter in UPQC approach [18],[25],[81]. 
 
   
Series active filter  Shunt active filter  
To compensate supply voltage 
harmonics  
To compensate load current harmonics  
To block harmonic currents flowing to 
source  
To compensate reactive power of the 
load  
To improve stability  To regulate the capacitor voltage of the 
dc link  
 
Table 2-1 Function series and shunt active in UPQC 
 
 2.3 Active power compensation   
  
Our discussion was limited to the transmission line, now we will extend our 
discussion to synchronous generator. The output power equation of the 
synchronous generator, which is presented in eq. 2-15, showed that we have 
only three parameters to control since the magnet flux is constant. Static 
synchronous series compensator can change the impedance of the generator. 
Voltage regulator changes the terminal voltage while phase regulator changes 
the power angle. Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) generates 
reactive power.   
 
S
SP
X
UU
P
δsin3−=
                                                                                      (2-15) 
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2.3.1   STATCOM 
 
 
The STATCOM is mainly used in transmission lines in order to stabilise the 
voltage of the power system to maintain adequate voltage magnitude. When 
the load is increased, the actual power transmitted to the load will increase. If 
the power system is not able to provide the required reactive power, this will 
cause voltage instability. The STATCOM is usually installed in the middle of 
the transmission line. The STATCOM may also be located such that it divides 
the line into three equal parts in the case of very long transmission line. As 
result we will have constant voltage profile. 
 
The main function of STATCOM is to generate the required reactive power. 
Its function is similar to that of an ideal synchronous machine whose reactive 
power is varied by excitation control [8],[13],[14]. The equivalent circuit of 
shunt compensation is shown in fig.2-18. The compensator current IC is 
quadrature with the terminal voltage of the generator. It leads the terminal 
voltage with 90 degree as shown in the phasor diagram fig.2-19. Rectifier 
current is the summation of generator current IS and the compensation current 
IC as in eq. 2-18.  
 
The internal induced voltage and terminal voltage are following: 
 
PP jUU =                δjP
P
S
S eUU
UU −=
 
 
The voltage can be written as following with current resolved in d axis and q 
axis: 
 
SqSqSdSdPS IjXIjXUU ++=                                                                 (2-16) 
 
The generator current is expressed in the following equation. 
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Sq
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I
δδ sincos
−
−
=
                                                              (2-17) 
 
SCN III +=                                                                                                   (2-18) 
 
STATCOM does not increase the electrical power as shown in eq. 2-19 but 
stabilises the terminal voltage of the generator as shown in eq. 2-20. 
 
Sq
S
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SSP
X
U
X
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P
δδδ 2sin5.12sin5.1sin3 22
−
−
−=
                             (2-19)           
CS IjXU =                                                                                                      (2-20)                        
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Fig. 2- 18  STATCOM applied to PSG 
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Fig. 2- 19 Phasor diagram of STATCOM applied to PSG 
 
2.3.2 Phase regulator  
 
The phase regulator is mainly used in transmission line in order to control the 
transmission angle to maintain balanced power flow in multiple paths or to 
control it in order to increase the transient and dynamic stabilities of the 
system. The main function of the phase regulator is the addition of an 
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appropriate quadrature component to the prevailing terminal voltage in order 
to increase its angle to the desired value [41],[73],[94]. The phasor diagram of 
the phase regulator compensation is shown fig. 2-20. UC lags the terminal 
voltage by 90 degree. The current is calculated with eq. 2-21. The relationship 
between the power P and phase regulator UC with considering the salient pole 
synchronous generator impedance is given by eq. 2-23. 
         
PP jUU =       ojP
P
S
S eUU
UU δ−=
 
 
The voltage can be expressed as follows: 
 
CSqSqSdSdPS UIjXIjXUU −++=                                                     (2-21) 
 
The generator current is the summation of the direct and quadrature current        
Sq
oCoS
Sd
oCPoS
S X
UUj
X
UUU
I
δδδδ cossinsincos +
−
−−
=
          (2-22) 
 
The output power is expressed in the following equation  
Sq
oCSoS
Sd
oSoCSoSP
X
UUU
X
UUUUU
P
δδ
δδδ
22
22
cos32sin5.1
2sin5.1sin3sin3
+
−
−−
−=
                       (2-23) 
 
The phase regulator increases the output power of the generator, which is 
desired. 
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Fig. 2- 20 Phasor diagram of phase regulator applied to PSG 
 
 
2.3.3 Voltage regulator  
 
 
 
The main function of voltage regulator is the addition of an appropriate 
voltage in phase to the prevailing terminal voltage in order to increase its 
magnitude to the desired value [15],[28],[43]. The phasor diagram in fig. 2-21 
shows the compensation voltage in phase with the terminal voltage. The 
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current is calculated by eq. 2-25. The relationship the power P and voltage 
regulator UC with the considering saliency the pole generator impedance is 
given by eq.2-26.   
 
The internal induced voltage and terminal voltage are following: 
              
PP jUU =       δjP
P
S
S eUU
UU −=
 
 
The voltage can be expressed as follows: 
 
CSqSqSdSdPS UIjXIjXUU −++=                                                     (2-24) 
 
 
The generator current is the summation of the direct and quadrature current 
 
Sq
CS
Sd
CPS
S X
UUj
X
UUU
I
δδδδ sinsincoscos +
−
+−
=
                 (2-25) 
 
The output power is expressed in the following equation 
 
Sq
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Sd
SCSSP
X
UUU
X
UUUUU
P
δδ
δδδ
2sin32sin5.1
2sin5.1sin5.1sin3
2
22
+
−
−−
−=
                      (2-26) 
 
The voltage regulator increases the electrical output power of the permanent 
magnet synchronous generator.  
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Fig. 2- 21 Phasor diagram of voltage regulator applied to PSG 
 
                                                                                                                                    
2.3.4   Static synchronous series compensation 
 
 
Static synchronous series compensation is mainly used in transmission lines in 
order to increase the transmitted power in the power system. It is immune to 
classical network resonance and provides controllable compensation voltage 
over identical capacitive and inductive range. The compensation voltage is 
independent from the magnitude of the line current. The main function of 
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SSSC is changing  the impedance of the transmission line  as  if we are adding 
a capacitance or inductance by applying a compensation Uc which increases 
and decreases  the  voltage  across the impedance respectively  and thereby 
the current and power will increase or decrease respectively [42],[46],[97]. 
Fig. 2-22 shows the equivalent circuit of the SSSC. In order to apply SSSC, 
the angle ϕ between current and terminal voltage is about 180 degrees and 
because of the rectifier bridge, must be obtained. Then UC lags the current 
angle by 90 degrees to act as a capacitor as shown in the phasor diagram in 
fig. 2-23. The relationship between output power P and compensation voltage 
UC with considering salient pole synchronous generator impedance is given 
by eq.2-29.  XSd is direct axis reactance, XSq is quadrature axis reactance. 
 
The voltage can be written as follows: 
 
CSqSqSdSdPS UIjXIjXUU +++=                                                     (2-27) 
The generator current is the summation of the direct and quadrature current 
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The output power is expressed in the following equation 
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        (2-29)                  
The SSSC increases the electrical output power of the generator. 
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Fig. 2- 22  Series compensation equivalent circuit 
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Fig. 2- 23  Phasor diagram of Series compensation applied to PSG 
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2.3.5 Analysis of different compensation methods   
 
  
2.3.5.1 Required reactive power for different compensation  
 
        
After we have obtained the equation for different compensation methods and 
we have concluded that STATCOM does not increase the output power of 
generator, the remaining compensation methods will be applied to PSG with 
reactance XSd and XSq are both 0.8 p.u. The output active power which results 
from different compensations with various excitation is over excited 
Up/US=1.2, under excited Up/US=0.8, and normal excited Up=US are 
calculated.  
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Fig. 2- 24   Required compensation voltage versus output power in normal 
and over excited mode  
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From the calculation at under excited the generator will not be able to provide 
the rated terminal US=1 p.u with the different compensation methods. The 
voltage regulator does not provide reactive power so the increase in active 
power will be accompanied with increase of required reactive power from the 
generator. As result we must increase the internal induced voltage Up. Phase 
regulator provides reactive power but Up must be greater than US. SSSC 
provides reactive power and it is the only method that can operate in the 
normal excited mode Up=US.  
 
Fig.2-24 shows the required compensation voltage versus power for different 
compensation methods for normal and over excited modes.  Phase regulation 
requires about 40% more compensation voltage than SSSC at overexcited in 
order to obtain the same power. At normal excitation SSSC can also increase 
electric power up to the rated power. The required reactive power is more in 
the case of the phase regulation than SSSC. The required reactive power for 
both compensation methods in the over excited mode is shown in fig. 2-
25.Phase regulation requires more reactive power than SSSC.  
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Fig. 2- 25 Required reactive power versus output power in over excited mode  
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2.3.5.2   Efficiency of inverter   
 
 
In order to calculate the efficiency of each type of compensation, the losses in 
the inverter and in generator must be calculated. The losses as shown in eq. 2-
30 represent conduction losses, switching off and on losses in the IGBT and 
switching off losses in the diode while the switching on losses in diode  are  
neglected.  
 
UCEO is the threshold collector emitter voltage when the collector current is 
zero in the IGBT, rCE    is the on state resistance of IGBT, UFO is the threshold 
of the diode, rF is the on state resistance of the diode. cos φ is the power factor, 
m is the modulation index.                                                                                                                                                                      
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fs corresponds to the switching frequency, Eon and Eoff  are the  turn on and 
turn off functions in the collector current energy of semiconductor and î1 is the 
fundamental amplitude of the inverter output current. These parameters Eon, 
Eoff, UCEO, rCE and rF are obtained from company data book [93]. 
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Fig. 2- 26  Efficiency of inverter with 2 kHz switching frequency in over 
excited mode  
 
 
 
The inverter losses resulting from SSSC and phase regulation are calculated 
based on the fundamental frequency in the over excited mode. The efficiency 
of the different compensation methods has been calculated with considering 
the copper losses of the generator. The phase regulation will have better 
efficiency than SSSC about 0.6 % as shown in fig 2-26.  
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From the pervious calculation we can include that the required reactive 
compensation with SSSC is smaller than phase regulator. As result the rating 
of the inverter and the coupling transformers can be smaller than with phase 
regulation. The transformer apparent power is defined in eq.2-35. U1   is the 
primary transformer voltage; I1 is the primary transformer current. Figure 2-27 
shows that the required rating of the coupling transformer for both phase 
regulation and SSSC in the over compensation mode. The rating of the 
transformer with phase regulation is bigger than with SSSC.  
 
113 IUST =                                                                                                         (2-35) 
 
The other advantage is that SSSC does not need a power supply but needs 
only capacitor in dc link of the inverter. For these reasons SSSC method is 
used for this research work.  Also the SSSC can be used to dampen the 
oscillation of the synchronous generator [64].  
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         Fig. 2- 27  Transformer rating for different compensation methods    
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2.3.5.3    Determination of the required permanent magnet and 
the effect on the efficiency and the cost  
 
 
In order to reach the most economical solution, we must calculate the required 
compensation voltage and the required mass of the permanent magnet. Here 
the calculation is made for surface mount permanent magnet generator.  The 
required compensation voltage depends on ratio between the internal induced 
voltage UP and the terminal voltage US. As the ratio UP /US increases the 
required compensation voltage will decrease as shown in 2-24. This ratio of 
UP/US will determine the amount of the required mass of permanent magnet 
for the generator [99],[101], [102]. On the other hand the cost of the generator 
will increase due to the cost of permanent magnet material. The required 
weight for a 360KVsurface mount permanent magnet synchronous generator 
is shown in fig 2-28. This generator has 130 poles. 
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              Fig. 2- 28   Required permanent magnet versus UP/US ratio    
 
The efficiency of the system including the generator, the inverter and the 
coupling transformers were calculated. Three different cases were calculated. 
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 These different cases have the same output power. The first case is without 
SSSC at all.  In this case permanent magnet is capable of providing the 
required reactive power, where UP/US ratio   is 1.4. The second case UP/US 
ratio is 1.3 and SSSC compensation voltage is 0.21 p.u. is used. The third case 
UP/US ratio   is 1.2 and SSSC compensation voltage is 0.38 p.u. is used. The 
following curve shows the required compensation voltage, the required mass 
of the magnet permanent and the efficiency of the system. The turn ratio of 
the transformer is 1.5. The efficiency of the system without SSSC has the 
highest efficiency.  This is due to the absence of the inverter and transformer 
losses. In the second case the system has better efficiency than the third case. 
This is due the smaller compensation voltage in the second case compared to 
the third case. This leads to smaller inverter and coupling transformer.    
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Fig. 2- 29 Efficiency of the systems with transformer turn ratio 1.5 
   
Now the turn ratio of the transformer will be increased   to 2.  The efficiency 
of the system will increase. This is due to the decrease in the losses in the 
inverter. The following curve shows that the required compensation voltage, 
the required mass of the magnet permanent and the efficiency of the system 
with transformer. 
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Fig. 2- 30   Efficiency of the systems with transformer turn ratio 2 
 
Cost function including the different components of the system has to be 
developed. Based on this cost function an optimum solution has to be found. 
There must be a compromise between the cost of permanent magnet 
generator, the coupling transformer and the needed inverter. The generator 
cost function in eq. 2-36 [99],[101].  
 
StmmFeFeCuCuG CostmCmCmCCost +++=                                (2-36)                                                                     
 
Here CCu  is the cost of copper, which is 4Euro/Kg , mCu  the mass  of  copper,  
CFe is the cost of iron which is 4Euro/Kg, mFe  the mass  of  iron, Cm is the cost 
of NdFEB magnet, which is 100 Euro/Kg, mm  the mass  of  NdFEB magnet, 
CostSt is  the cost of structure. The cost of the structure is estimated at 20870 
Euro. The cost of the transformer is 62Euro / KVA according to HTT 
Company. The cost of inverter is 30 Euro/KW plus a fixed cost of 250 Euro 
according to SEMIKRON Company. The cost of the three different 
alternatives for 360KVA surface mounted PSG is calculated and is given in 
table 2-2. 
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UP /US  ratio Compensation voltage UC Cost 
1.4 0.0  p.u. 48177Euro 
1.3  0.21 p.u  54926 Euro 
1.2 0.38 p.u. 63350 Euro 
                      
                 Table 2-2 Cost of the system with different UP /US  ratios  
 
The external compensation increases the cost of the system in general due to 
the cost of additional components of the system.  
 
2.4 Hybrid Compensation  
 
 
In our previous analysis we were concerned only with the fundamental 
frequency. Since the generator is feeding dc network through a rectifier, 
which has a non-linear characteristics, the generator current will be non-
sinusoidal current. According to Fourier analysis, every periodic waveform 
can be regarded as the summation of several sinusoidal waveforms with 
different frequencies, i.e. the fundamental and multiple of the fundamental 
frequency. 
In order to dimension the required compensation voltage in the presence and 
absence of the passive filter, the generator current must be first analysed. 
 
    To facilitate analysis, the following assumptions are made: 
 
1) Valves are treated as ideal switches.  
 
2) The dc current is not interrupted and free from ripple component. 
 
3) The direct axis and quadrature axis impedance are assumed to be 
equal.  
 
At the beginning the dc current Idc is calculated based on the equivalent 
circuit, which is shown in fig 2-31. The dc current Idc is expressed in eq 2-37.  
Where the Udo   is th average dc voltage for the internal induced voltage and 
the compensation voltage at no load, Rx is the hypothetical resistance and Udc 
is dc network voltage [79].  
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Fig. 2- 31 Dc equivalent circuit for current calculation 
 
The load current IL produced by the soothed dc current Idc   in the first half 
cycle [83]. The load current IL is shown in the equivalent circuit   in fig.2-32. 
The Fourier expansion of IL is expressed in eq. 2-38. 
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where ....)2,1,0(16 =±= llk  
 
 
Where uµ the overlap angle and calculation is based on the assumption that the 
inductance is infinitely large and given by 
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3
21(cos 1
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U
IX
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µ                                                                      (2-39) 
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Fig. 2- 32 Equivalent circuit of SSSC and passive filter applied to PSG 
 
 
Then the generator fundamental current is calculated using the equivalent 
circuit of the fundamental component, which is presented in fig.2-33. The 
equivalent of the fundamental frequency circuit consists of the generator 
internal induced voltage Up with   the fundamental frequency impedance of 
the synchronous generator and the SSSC compensation voltage.
  
It is assumed 
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that the inverter does not produce any harmonics. The passive filter is in 
parallel with the generator and the rectifier is modelled as current source. 
U C
~
U p
Z S   
I L f
~
Z f   
I F f
U S f
I S f
 
Fig. 2- 33 Equivalent circuit of SSSC and passive filter to applied to PSG 
of the fundamental frequency 
 
 
The harmonics of the generator current are calculated using the equivalent 
circuit of the harmonic frequency, which is presented in fig.2-34. The 
equivalent circuit of the harmonic frequency consists of the impedance of the 
generator in parallel with the   passive filter.  The rectifier is modelled as a 
current source, where IL is the rectifier equivalent current source. The 
generator harmonic current ISk and terminal harmonic voltage USk are given 
by eq. 2-41 and eq. 2-42 respectively [58]. Each harmonic component of 
current can be calculated   using equation 2-40. Since the impedance ZF  filter 
impedance  is very small  at the resonance  frequency the harmonic current  
will flow into the filter  and the terminal harmonic voltage USk  will  be 
reduced [3],[27],[59]. 
 
 2/)( 22 LkLkLK BAI +=                                                                           (2-40) 
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Fig. 2- 34 Equivalent circuit of SSSC and passive filter to applied to PSG 
of the harmonics frequency 
 
 
The required compensation voltage is calculated for both cases with and 
without passive filter. The parameters of the electrical excited synchronous 
generator are used for this calculation. Table 5-1 contains the parameters of 
the generator. For both cases the internal induced voltage was 1.75  p.u and 
the machine was connected to 500V dc grid.  The required compensation 
voltage with and without passive is presented in fig.2-35. The needed 
compensation voltage decreases with the installation of passive filter. This is 
due to the improvement in the power factor and the absence of the harmonic 
in the generator current and terminal voltage. The compensation voltage will 
be reduced by 17% by the installation of the passive filter with 0.2 p.u 
capacitance based on the fundamental frequency calculation. The calculation 
showed that passive filter with bigger capacitance, will reduce the required 
compensation voltage.  
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Passive filter is capacitive below the resonance frequency because capacitor is 
dominated. On the other hand the passive filter is inductive above the 
resonance frequency because the inductance is dominated. The passive filter 
with bigger capacitance will be able to provide more reactive power to the 
load. As result the required compensation voltage from the SSSC will be 
reduced. 
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Fig. 2- 35 Calculation of the required compensation voltage  
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                                                                                                  3                                              
Simulation of Compensation Applied to 
Synchronous Generator  
 
 
 
 
Different components of the system are modelled in this chapter. The system 
consists of the synchronous generator, the rectifier, dc grid, the inverter and 
the coupling transformers. The output voltages of the inverter are filtered by 
LC filter and are fed through the three single coupling transformers. Models 
of the coupling transformer and LC filter are developed. A description and 
simulation of the space vector modulation is depicted here. The control 
strategy is also described and the parameters of controller are deduced.  
Simulation results with and without compensation are discussed.  Finally 
simulation  of system with and without passive filter is evaluated. 
 
3. 1 System components  
 
3. 1.1 Space vector and transformation   
 
Space vector is a mathematical description of the dynamic electrical operation 
of three-phase electrical system in eq. 3-1.  
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The complex space vector is calculated from the three phase of the electrical 
system as defined as following:   
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The magnitude x and phase angleϑ for the polar presentation ϑjxex = is 
shown in fig 3-1. The space vector has properties of the three sinusoidal 
symmetrical systems, which are presented in equation eq. 3-3.The cartesian   
components xα , xβ  and xo of the space vector x this transformation are defined 
as [35]: 
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The inverse transformation is present in the following equation. These can be 
transformed into the cartesian components xα , xβ  and xo.          
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With the help of the transformation in a rotating coordinates and inverse 
transformation, there are presented in the following equations  
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The previous type of coordinate transformation is called parks transformation. 
This transformation is the amplitude invariant but the power invariant 
transformation the amplitude changes and 2/3 is replaced with the square of 
this value. The transformation helps to reduce the computation time that is 
needed by the microprocessor.  
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Fig. 3- 1 Diagram of different coordinates 
 
The direct transformation from the symmetrical system to the rotating 
coordinate can be seen by the following matrix  
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The inverse transformation from two phase rotating to three phase system is 
presented in eq. 3-8. 
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3.1.2 Electrical excited synchronous generator  
 
A synchronous generator is an ac machine whose frequency of the stator 
voltage under steady state conditions is proportional rotor rotation speed. The 
magnetic field is created by the stator current rotating at the same speed as 
that created by the field current or the permanent magnet on the rotor, which 
rotates with synchronous speed. The synchronous machine has an alternating 
current in the stator and dc supply in the rotor. The synchronous machine 
consists of two types, which are cylindrical and salient pole generator. The 
cylindrical rotor is used for a two and a four pole generator. The salient pole 
construction is better adapted to multipolar slow speed hydroelectric 
generators. The current and power factor of the generator are determined by 
the generator field excitation, impedance of the generator and the load.  In 
normal steady state operation, the electromagnetic torque balances the 
mechanical torque applied to the shaft. The synchronous machine can be used 
in different applications as follows: 
 
• In a generator operation, the prime mover torque acts in the direction 
of the rotation of the rotor, pushing the rotor mmf wave ahead of the 
resultant air gap flux. Also the internal induced voltage leads the 
terminal voltage by power angle δ. In over excited mode, the internal 
induced voltage is greater than the terminal voltage so the generator 
provides reactive power to grid while in under excited mode the 
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generator the internal induced voltage is smaller than the terminal 
voltage and takes reactive power from the grid. 
 
• In a motor operation, the resultant air gap is flux ahead of the rotor 
mmf wave. Also the internal induced voltage lags the terminal voltage 
by power angle δ. In over excited mode, the internal induced voltage 
is greater than the terminal voltage so the motor provides reactive 
power to grid while in an under excited mode the motor the internal 
induced voltage is lower than the terminal voltage and takes reactive 
power from the grid. 
 
 
• In a synchronous condenser operation, the synchronous machine in 
over excited mode provides reactive power to grid while in under 
excited mode the machine takes reactive power from the grid. In this 
case the machine obtains the required active power from the grid in 
order to cover in losses.  
 
The mathematical model of the electrical excited synchronous generator with 
damping windings is depicted in the following equations. The following 
assumptions were considered [68],[85]: 
 
• The phase symmetrical winding in the stator  
• Sinusoidal flux in the air gap  
• No zero current component  
• Linear magnet path  
 
The used generator in the experiment is electrical excited salient pole 
synchronous generator with damper winding. The equation of the stator and 
rotor is transformed to coordinates system, which rotates with the rotor. The 
real axis presents the d-axis while the imaginary presents the q-axis. The 
voltage relation for the stator can be written in stator coordinates as follows: 
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                                                                              (3-9) 
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Fig. 3- 2 Schematic diagram of salient pole synchronous generator 
 
Despite the stator windings note a time varying inductance due to the saliency 
of the rotor, the transformation of the stator winding to a frame rotating with 
rotor will let the stator see a constant magnetic path. This makes the 
transformation concept very useful. 
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In order to transform in the rotor coordinate we must multiply by ejϑ and 
differentiate it, the eq. 3-10 is obtained.  
ϑϑϑϑ ωψψ js
S
js
S
js
SS
js
S
ejeeiReu ++=
•
                                               (3-10) 
 
Then we divide by ejϑ  the stator equation is referring to the rotor coordinates  
 
ωψψ jiRu r
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S ++=
•
                                                                           (3-11) 
 
The index will not be used from now on for simplicity. The equation will be 
resolved into the real and imaginary axis. The following equations are 
obtained.  
SqSdSdSSd iRu ωψψ −+=
•
                                                                             (3-12) 
SdSqSqSSq iRu ωψψ ++=
•
                                                                               (3-13)  
 
The voltage equation of rotor field is presented in the below in eq. 3-14.  
 
•
+= EEEE iRu ψ                                                                                                (3-14)  
 
The damper bars in the rotor of the synchronous generator are used to dampen 
the electromechanical oscillation and to stabilise the generator. The damper 
bars are short circuited together at the end of the rotor, forming a structure 
which appears much like the squirrel cage in the induction motor and whose 
function is similar. The damper bars are presented by two damper circuits one 
in the direct axis and the other in quadrature-axis, which are presented below:  
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•
+= DdDdDd iR ψ0                                                                                              (3-15) 
•
+= DqDqDqiR ψ0                                                                                              (3-16) 
 
The flux linkage equations in d-q coordinates for the stator and the rotor are 
presented by the following equation  
 
ESEDdSDdSdSdSd iMiMiL ++=ψ                                                                  (3-17) 
 
DqSDqSqSqSq iMiL +=ψ                                                                                    (3-18) 
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EDESdSDdDdDdDd iMiMiL ++= 2
3ψ                                                           (3-20) 
 
SqSDqDqDqDq iMiL 2
3
+=ψ                                                                              (3-21) 
 
where LSd is the direct axis synchronous inductance, MSDd  is the mutual 
inductance between the d-axis in stator and d axis damping winding in rotor,  
LSq  is quadrature axis synchronous inductance, MSDq  is the mutual inductance 
between the q-axis stator and q-axis damping winding in rotor, LE  is the 
inductance of excitation winding, MDE  is the mutual inductance between the 
excitation winding and d-axis damping winding in rotor, MSE  is the mutual 
inductance  between the  d-axis stator  winding and d axis damping winding in 
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rotor, LDd  is the self inductance the d-axis damping winding, LDq  is the self 
inductance the q-axis damping winding  
 
 
Through substitution and simplification the flux equation can be presented in 
term of the time constants of the synchronous generator in the following 
equations. These time constants can be determined using experimental method 
which will be explained later.  
 
We substitute eq. 3-21 in eq.3-16 and divide by RDq. Then we transform to 
Laplace, we obtain  
 
 
SDqSqDqDq sTisTi ++= )1(0                                                                            (3-22) 
 
Where TDq= LDq/RDq  , TSDq= MSDq/RDq 
 
 
 After solving the pervious equation and we get: 
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We substitute eq.3-23   in eq. 3-18 we get  
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We substitute in eq. 3-24 by  
DqSq
SDq
SDq LL
M 2
1−=σ  , we get   
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We substitute in eq. 3-25 by DqSDqqo TT σ=
``
 and Dqq TT =
``
we get   
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If   we apply the same procedure, we can obtain the following equations: 
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The time constants are defined in table 3-1. The electrical induced torque of 
the synchronous generator is presented by the following equation       
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{ }SSpel izm •= ψIm23                                                                                        (3-29)   
Where   ψS =ψSd  +jψSq  , iS =iSd  +jiSq   
  
Time Constant  Description 
 
Tq``   
 
 
Quadrature axis short circuit  subtransient time constant 
 
Tqo``   
 
 
Quadrature axis open circuit subtransient time constant 
 
Td``   
 
 
Direct  axis short circuit subtransient time constant 
 
Tdo`` 
 
 
Direct  axis open circuit subtransient time constant 
 
Td`   
 
 
Direct  axis short circuit transient time constant 
 
Tdo`   
 
 
Direct  axis open circuit transient time constant 
 
Table 3-1 Definition of generator time constants 
 
  We substitute in eq. 3-29, we obtain eq. 3-30 
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We obtain the torque of the synchronous by separating the imaginary part of 
eq. 3-31. 
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Fig. 3- 3 Equivalent circuit of the electrical excited synchronous generator 
 
The electromechanical equation for synchronous machine is presented below 
dt
dJmm mGwel
ω
=−
                                                                                      (3-33)  
Where m
 w   the load torque, JG the moment of inertia. Now we have 
completed the model of the electrical excited synchronous generator, which is 
available in the lab. 
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3.1.3 Permanent magnet synchronous generator  
 
 
The model of the permanent magnet synchronous generator will be presented 
in this section. The equation of the stator and rotor are transformed to 
coordinates system, which rotates with the rotor as the electrical excited. The 
real axis presents the d-axis while the imaginary presents the q-axis. The 
voltage relation for the stator can be written in stator coordinates as follows: 
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                                                                            (3-34) 
 
The pervious equation is transformed to rotor coordinate and resolved into 
real and imaginary axis. We obtain the following equations: 
 
SqSdSdSSd iRu ωψψ −+=
•
                                                                             (3-35) 
SdSqSqSSq iRu ωψψ ++=
•
                                                                               (3-36)  
The flux equation in d-q coordinates for the stator is presented in the 
following equation, where ψP is the flux of the permanent magnet  
 
PSdSdSd iL ψψ +=                                                                                             (3-37) 
SqSqSq iL=ψ                                                                                                        (3-38) 
The electrical induced torque of the synchronous generator is presented by the 
following equation       
 
{ }SSpel izm •= ψIm23                                                                                        (3-39)   
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We obtain the electrical torque of the synchronous by separating the 
imaginary part of eq. 3-39. 
)(
2
3
SdSqSqSdpel iizm ψψ −=                                                                           (3-40)  
 
The electromechanical equation for synchronous machine is presented below 
dt
dJmm mGwel
ω
=−
                                                                                      (3-41)  
The model of the permanent magnet synchronous generator is driven and 
equivalent circuit is shown fig. 3-4. 
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Fig. 3- 4 Equivalent circuit of permanent magnet synchronous generator 
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3.1.4 Coupling transformer model  
 
The transformer consists of two windings interlinked by mutual magnetic 
flux. If one of these is connected alternating voltage source, an alternating 
voltage will be produced in the secondary, whose amplitude will depend on 
the primary voltage and number of turns. Transformer operation mainly 
depends on the mutual flux linking the two winding. This operation can be 
placed in air core but it will be much more effective in the iron core. The 
equivalent circuit diagram of the actual equivalent circuit is presented in fig 3-
5.  
 
In engineering analyses involving the transformer, it is customary to adopt 
several approximations, such as neglecting the shunt branch that represents 
the exciting current. This does not affect the accuracy of the model of the 
transformer. The series branch combined resistance and leakage reactance are 
referred to the same side as shown in fig 3-6. 
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Fig. 3- 5 Equivalent circuit of the transformer 
 
The equations of transformer are transformed to a reference frame fixed to the 
rotor of the synchronous generator. 
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By resolving in a real and an imaginary axis, we will obtain the following 
equation  
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We separate the real d axis from imaginary q axis in eq. 3-43 so we get the 
following equation  
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Fig. 3- 6 Simplified equivalent circuit of the transformer 
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Where LT =L1σ  + L΄2σ  , where RT =R1  + R'2 
 
 
Now the model of the coupling transformer is completed, where the secondary 
impedance is referred to the primary side of the transformer. The parameter of 
the model is obtained through the open circuit test and short circuit test of the 
three single-phase transformers found in the lab. In the short circuit the 
current should not exceed the rated current of the transformer. As  a result we 
decrease the applied voltage to about 5% of the rated voltage. In the open 
circuit test the rated voltage is applied to the transformer, in this case the 
current is about 5%. 
 
 
 
3.1.5 Rectifier bridge and dc network 
 
 
In principle, both a diode and thyristor bridge could be used as a rectifier 
circuit, since the diode bridge does not have a firing circuit. As a result diode 
is more robust so it is used here. The equivalent circuit is shown in fig. 3-7. 
The load is via three-phase half wave connection, which is the upper diodes, 
the return current path via another half wave connection, which is the lower 
diodes, to the three-phase supply. In order to explain the principle of three-
phase diode bridge rectifier, a real rectifier is idealised.  
 
In order to drive the rectified output voltage waveform, we will consider that 
two diodes, which are conducting, are those connected to the lines with the 
highest voltage between at that instant. This means when U phase is the most 
positive phase diode D1 conducts. During this period W phase is the most 
negative diode D2 conducts. When V phase becomes the most negative so the 
diode D6 conducts. The load voltage Ud follows in turn six sinusoidal voltages 
during one cycle. These voltages have the maximum value of the line voltage. 
The average value of the load voltage is given in the following equation: 
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Each diode conducts the full load current for one third of a cycle. There dc 
grid is modeled as a dc voltage source with small resistance and small 
inductance.  
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            Fig. 3- 7 Schematic diagram of the rectifier 
 
 
3.1.6   Space vector modulation voltage source  
 
 
The VSC is the main component of the SSSC, since it is responsible for the 
generation of the compensation voltage. The common topology of the VSC 
has been used in shown in fig 3-8 as shown. This converter is known as the 
six pulses forced commutated converter. The converter consists of a six-
semiconductor device for example the Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor 
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(IGBT). Each leg consists of two valves. The restriction is that only three 
from the six values are conducting but only one of valve in each leg   can be 
turned on   at the same time in order to avoid short circuit. The output voltage 
referring to the middle point of dc link voltage is determined by the status of 
the conducting value. Each voltage is either Udc /2 when the upper value is 
conducting or - Udc /2 when the lower value is conducting.  
 
The two- level converter is the simplest circuit configuration that can be used 
to build up a three phase forced commutated converter. Using multi-level 
converters with square wave modulation or using two or three level converters 
with a pulse width modulation scheme can reduce the harmonic content of the 
voltage. The reason why the three level bridge reduces the harmonic content, 
even with a square wave modulation because it enables three different voltage 
levels at the output voltages (Udc /2, 0, - Udc /2). 
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Fig. 3- 8 Schematic diagram of the inverter 
 
As a result of the rapid development of power semiconductors and 
microprocessors, the implementation of sophisticated switching sequences 
employed in   inverters can be applied, such as a space vector modulation 
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[24]. The modulation index of the space vector modulation is bigger than the 
modulation index of sinusoidal pulse width modulation by about 15%. 
Furthermore harmonic content of the inverter output voltages and currents is 
less for the space vector method than its counterpart. As result this will reduce 
the losses and torque pulsations in induction motors [74],[88]. There are eight 
different combinations, see table 3-2. Let the positive state be 1 when the 
upper IGBT is turned on and the negative state is 0 when the lower IGBT is 
turned on.  
 
Vector Phase   u Phase v Phase w 
u0 0 0 0 
u1 1 0 0 
u2 1 1 0 
u3 0 1 0 
u4 0 1 1 
u5 0 0 1 
u6 1 0 1 
u7 1 1 1 
 
Table 3-2 Standard voltage vector  
 
In order to obtain the eight possible standard voltage vectors u0, u1.. u7, the 
rotating vector voltage uW must be produced. The voltage vector uW can be 
analysed to the right component ur and the  left component ul. The rotating 
voltage uW has a maximum value of 2Udc/3. In order to implement uWmax the 
standard vector must have the following values 
 
dcW Uuuu ⋅==== 3
2
... 61max                                                            (3-47)   
 
uW equal to vector addition of the left component ul  and the right component  
ur. In order to realise any required uW we must change the switching time of 
the right component time Tr and the left component time Tl because we are 
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bounded with two vectors in each sector. For example, If  uW is  very near ul  
so the Tl will be greater than Tr, on the other hand if uW  is very near  to  ur so 
Tr  will   be greater than Tl. 
 
max
2 W
rp
r
u
uT
T ⋅=   ⇒ Switching time for right vector                              (3-48)  
 
max
2 W
lp
l
u
uT
T ⋅=   ⇒ Switching time for left vector                                 (3-49)   
 
For the rest of the pulse period the zero vectors are switched according to eq. 
3-50.
  
 
7,0uuuu lrW ++=                                                                                     (3-50)   
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⋅
=                                  (3-51)   
uW can be analyzed into two components uWα  and  uWβ so that 
 
 
22
βα WWW uuu +=                                                                                      (3-52)   
 
Using the two components uWα and uWβ  , we calculate the left component of 
the voltage ul and the right component of the voltage vector ur  from table 3-3  
in the different sectors.The space vector modulation has its limitation also. 
The previous discussion has shown that every reference
 
uW is realisable but in 
practice this is not the case. If we implement this maximum case voltage 
vector uW and  substitute in the previous equation, the scalar addition of the 
switching time Tr  and Tl  will be  bigger than the half the pulse period Tp . 
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∑
o
dc
W
plr U
u
TTTT                                                        (3-53)  
 
Sector Quadrant Right vector  Left vector 
  
ru  lu  
S1 Q1 
βα WW uu ⋅− 3
1
 βWu⋅3
2
 
S2 Q1 
βα WW uu ⋅+ 3
1
 βα WW uu ⋅+− 3
1
 
S2 Q2 
βα WW uu ⋅+− 3
1
 
βα WW uu ⋅+ 3
1
 
S3 Q2 
βWu⋅3
2
 βα WW uu ⋅− 3
1
 
S4 Q3 
βα WW uu ⋅− 3
1
 βWu⋅3
2
 
 
S5 
Q3 
βα WW uu ⋅+ 3
1
 
βα WsW uu ⋅+− 3
1
 
S5 Q4 
βα WW uu ⋅+− 3
1
 
βα WW uu ⋅+ 3
1
 
S6 Q4 
βWu⋅3
2
 βα WW uu ⋅− 3
1
 
 
Table 3-3 Left and right voltage components 
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In order to get practical limitation with the following condition     0°≤ γ ≤ 60° 
so we obtain   eq .3-54. 
)30cos(
3
1
max γ−=∑ opTT                                                                        (3-54) 
The maximum magnitude of voltage vector uW is limited by the following 
equation 
dcW Uu 3
1
max
=                                                                                                (3-55) 
The phase output voltage of the inverter is presented in fig 3-9 and the line 
output voltage is presented in fig 3-10. The output phase voltage and line 
voltage of the inverter contain harmonics. In order to get rid of these harmonic 
contents from the voltage and obtain a sinusoidal voltage, a LC filter is 
necessary [31],[32]. The resonance frequency of filter is discussed later. The 
equations of the LC filter are presented in the following unit.  
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Fig. 3- 9   Inverter phase voltage 
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Fig. 3- 10 Inverter line voltage 
 
3.1.6 Inverter output filter and SSSC compensation  
 
 
The LC filter is used to suppress the harmonic generated by the inverter. The 
LC filter is shown in fig 3-11.Then output voltage of the filter is input primary 
voltage of the transformers. The equation of the filter is presented the 
following equation:  
 
1uiLiRu FFFFW ++=
•
                                                                              (3-56)       
Where L
 F   is the inductance of the filter, R F   is the resistance of the filter 
      
The equation of the filter is transformed to the coordinates system, which 
rotate with the rotor.  We obtain the following: 
1uiLjiLiRu FFFFFFW +++=
•
ω
                                                        (3-57) 
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Fig. 3- 11 Equivalent circuit of the inverter and LC filter 
 
Now we resolve equation into the real and imaginary axis  
qdFqFdF
FqFdFFqFdFWqWd
juujiiLj
ijiLjiiRjuu
11)(
)()(
+++
++++=+
••
ω
                                 (3-58) 
 
We separate the real axis and imaginary axis and we obtain the following 
equations  
dFqFFdFFdFWd uiLiLiRu 1+−+=
•
ω                                                        (3-59)                               
qFdFFqFFqFWq uiLiLiRu 1+++=
•
ω
                                                     (3-60)   
 
When we apply the SSSC to permanent synchronous generator, the output 
voltage of the secondary of the coupling transformers is the compensation 
voltage as shown in fig 3-12. The equation of the rectifier input voltage uN, 
which is the summation of the compensation voltage uC and the terminal 
voltage of the generator uS, is presented the following equation. 
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Fig. 3- 12   SSSC applied to synchronous generator 
 
CSN uuu +=                                                                                                   (3-61)   
 
Now we resolve the equation into the real and imaginary axis  
 
CqCdSqSdNqNd juujuujuu +++=+                                                      (3-62)   
 
We separate the real axis from imaginary axis in eq. 3-62. 
 
SdCdNd uuu +=                                                                                             (3-63)    
SqCqNq uuu +=                                                                                               (3-64) 
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3.2 Control strategy  
 
There are many control methods [33],[69], [70],[91] but we have used here 
the cascaded control. The basic idea for cascaded controlling is that inner 
control loops in a cascaded structure would have to be fast enough to make 
the inverter behaves as a current source for the outer control loop, which 
tracks the reference of the compensation voltage. The control variables are 
chosen so that the transformer voltage
 
is the control variable of the outer loop 
and the filter current iF is the control variable for the inner loop.  
 
3.2.1 Current controller 
 
In order to design the current controller, we must convert the filter   eq. 3-59 
and eq. 3-60 from the time domain to the s domain so we obtain the following 
equation  
 
)()()()()( 1 susiLsisLsiRsu dFqFFdFFdFWd +−+= ω                        (3-65) 
                       
)()()()()( 1 susiLsisLsiRsu qFdFFqFFqFWq +++= ω                      (3-66) 
 
PI–controllers were chosen for the current control. Under the assumption of a 
small enough sample time the controllers were done in quasi-continuous 
approach. The sampling time is 100µsec. The current model was calculated in 
Laplace domain, which gave the following equations for d and q- axis.  
  
)(1 1dFqFWd
FF
Fd uiLuRsL
i −+
+
= ω                                                      (3-67) 
)(1 1qFdFWq
FF
Fq uiLuRsL
i −−
+
= ω                                                      (3-68) 
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After feed forward compensation of the cross-coupling terms, we can get rid 
of the following cross coupling terms ωLFd, ωLFq. Due to dq- transformation 
linear control analysis was carried out [90],[91]. We obtain the following 
transfer function  
 
FF
Wd
Fd RsL
ui
+
=                                                                                                (3-69) 
 
We divide by RF   so we obtain the following equation  
 
1
1
11 G
R
L
s
Ru
i
F
FFWd
Fd
=
+
⋅=                                                                            (3-70) 
 
The value of the inductance and resistance of the filter are found in chapter 
five. The current controller acts on a plant contains of transfer function G1, 
which contains gain KS, which has the value of 1/RF and time constant T1, 
which is LF/RF.. G1 is presented in eq. 3-71.  
 
11
1
+
=
sT
KG S
                                                                                            (3-71)    
 
 
A further transfer function with unity gain was added in order to take the 
system delay due to measuring, AD conversion, computing time and dead 
times.  T∑  is twice the sampling of the system. The transfer function of the   
delay GD is presented in eq. 3-72. This control loop is shown in fig 3-13 
below. 
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Fig. 3- 13 Block diagram of the filter current controller 
 
1
1
+
=
∑
sT
GD                                                                                                   (3-72)     
 
The plant can be presented by second order system. The second order system 
has a big time constant T1, Ks gain and a small time constant TΣ as expressed 
in eq. 3-73.                                                           
)1)(1( 1 ++
=
ΣsTsT
KG si                                                                                   (3-73)   
                                  
Using the critical damping criteria the parameters of the controller RC1 are 
found as in the following expression below [69],[70]: 
 
s
sRC
5010
1
+
=
                                                                                      (3-74)   
 This results to the proceeding closed loop transfer function   
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10.25.1
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=
+
=
ssG
GG oc                                              (3-75)  
                                        
The bode plots of the open and closed loop are shown in fig 3-14. This 
indicates that the phase margin is 64°.  
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Fig. 3- 14 Bode diagram of the open (dotted line) and closed loop (continuous 
line) current controller 
 
The step response of the current at d –axis current component is presented in 
fig. 3-15. The step response of the current controller has a low overshoot, 
which is about 5%.  The rise time is 5TΣ.  
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Fig. 3- 15 Step response of the current controller 
 
3.2.2 Voltage Controller 
 
The equation of output voltage of LC filter is needed in order to design the 
voltage controller. The output voltage of the LC filter is expressed in the 
following equation. 
11
•
=− uCii FF                                                                                             (3-76) 
 
If we transform the pervious equation to the same coordinate rotating with the 
generator rotor, we obtain the following equation 
111 ujCuCii FFF ω+=−
•
                                                                     (3-77) 
 
The pervious equation is resolved into the real and imaginary part. 
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qFdFqdFqFd
uCujC
ujCuCjiijii
11
1111
ωω −+
+=−−+
••
                                        (3-78) 
We separate the real axis from the imaginary axis. We get the following two 
equations and transfer to s domain.  
 
( )
sC
uCiiu
F
qFdFdd
1
111 ω+−=                                                                        (3-79) 
( )
sC
uCiiu
F
dfqFqq
1
111 ω−−=                                                                        (3-80) 
The transformer current is considered as disturbance. After feed forward 
compensation of the cross-coupling terms due to dq- transformation, linear 
control analysis was carried out.  
 
sC
i
u
F
Fd
d =1                                                                                                           (3-81) 
sC
i
u
F
Fq
q =1                                                                                                            (3-82) 
 
For the voltage control loops the simplified current closed loop transfer 
function below was assumed the condition that TΣ was small enough. As 
result the square of TΣ can be neglected. This assumption simplifies the outer 
loops control of the current controller as follows.  
 
12
1
122
1
22 +
≈
++
=
ΣΣΣ TssTsT
Gc                                                               (3-83) 
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The block diagram is depicted in fig 3-16. Gc is the closed loop transfer 
function of the current controller. The transfer functions of the system in dq 
components are presented in eq. 3-83. 
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Fig. 3- 16 Block diagram of the filter voltage controller 
 
The transfer function for the capacitor is pure integration part  
sC
G
F
CF
1
=                                                                                                 (3-84) 
So the open loop transfer function  
)12(
1
+
=
∑
sTsC
G
F
O                                                                                        (3-85) 
The controller parameter is chosen according to the pole place methods and 
found giving the expression below 
 
s
sRC
68.00055.0
2
+
=
                                                                         (3-86) 
The bode plot of the open and closed voltage control loop are shown in fig 3-
17. The phase margin is 65° degree as shown in the bode plot. The step 
response of the d-axis capacitor voltage component is presented in fig.3-18. 
The overshoot of the voltage controller is about 22%.  
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Fig. 3- 17 Bode diagram of the open   (dotted line) and closed loop 
(continuous line) voltage controller 
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Fig. 3- 18  Step response of the voltage controller 
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3.3 Simulation of the system 
 
3. 3.1 Simulation without SSSC 
 
The mathematical model of different system components was presented 
previously. In this section simulation of whole system will be provided. At the 
beginning the system is without compensation, then SSSC compensation will 
be provided.  Finally the system with SSSC compensation and passive filter 
will be presented. The following simulation results with Matlab program show 
the PSG connected to dc network at 50% of the rated power. The generator 
currents and the terminal voltage of the generator without SSSC are shown in 
fig 3-19, 3-20 respectively. The generator current contains harmonics as 
expected due the presence of the rectifier. The harmonic content is not 
constant. When the voltage level of dc network decreases, the harmonic 
content the generator current decreases also but the harmonic in the terminal 
voltage increases. This agrees with our experimental result.  
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Fig. 3- 19 Simulation of stator current without SSSC at 50% loading 
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Fig. 3- 20 Simulation of the terminal voltage without SSSC at 50% loading       
 
3. 3.2 Simulation with SSSC 
 
The following simulation results show the effect of applying SSSC to PSG 
connected to dc network, which resulted in increasing the output power to 
75% of the rated power.  The generator currents and the terminal voltage with 
SSSC are   shown in fig 3-21, 3-22 respectively. 
 
The simulation results reveal that we have increased the output power from 50 
% to 75 % of the rated load. The terminal voltage is constant although there is 
an increase of the generator current. The generator current with SSSC has a 
lower harmonic content in comparison to without compensation. The reason is 
that the magnetising impedance of the coupling transformer reduces the 
harmonic content in the current. On the hand the terminal voltage has more 
harmonic content with SSSC [53],[54]. 
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Fig. 3- 21 Simulation of stator current with SSSC at 75% loading 
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Fig. 3- 22 Simulation of the terminal voltage with SSSC at 75% loading 
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The reason is the harmonic component of generator current causes a harmonic 
voltage drop on the synchronous reactance. Although the generator current 
has lower harmonic content, there is an increment in the magnitude of this 
current. This increment of current causes the harmonics in the terminal 
voltage. The compensation voltage, which is applied to the generator, is 
shown in fig 3-23. The compensation voltage has also harmonic because the 
generator current passes the coupling transformers. This current also causes 
harmonics content in the compensation voltage and the harmonics are also   
generated by the inverter. 
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Fig. 3- 23 Simulation of the compensation voltage with SSSC at 75% loading 
 
        
3. 3.3 Simulation with SSSC and passive filter 
 
 
 
When applying the SSSC and passive filter for the fifth harmonic, the 
generator current increases. As a result the output power increases compared 
to the case with only SSSC when applying the same compensation voltage. 
The harmonics in the generator current will decrease. This is due to that fact 
the passive filters eliminate the harmonics generated by nonlinear load by 
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providing low impedance path. The amount of the harmonics in the current 
depends on the quality of the filter also. A filter with better quality can extract   
more harmonic current [55].The circuit diagram of the synchronous generator, 
SSSC and passive filter is shown in fig 3-24. The load current is the 
summation of the passive filter current and the generator current. The load 
current is expressed in eq. 3.-87.  
 
5iii SL +=                                                                                                        (3-87)   
 
Now we resolve equation into the real and imaginary axis. Then we separate 
the real axis from imaginary axis in eq. 3-88 and eq. 3-89. 
SddLd iii += 5                                                                                                   (3-88)    
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Fig. 3- 24   SSSC and passive filter applied to synchronous generator 
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SqqLq iii += 5                                                                                                    (3-89) 
 
The generator current, with the same compensation voltage as the condition   
without passive filter, is shown in fig. 3-25. The passive filter has increased 
current and output power from the generator. The terminal voltage has 
remained   constant with loading. The terminal voltage of the generator is 
almost free from the fifth harmonic as shown in fig. 3-26. The simulation 
results have verified the proposed theory that the filter absorbs the harmonic 
of the terminal voltage. The passive filter has reduced the size of required 
SSSC compensation voltage. This will lead to reduction of the size of the 
coupling transformer and inverter also. Also the compensation voltage, which 
is shown in fig 3-27, contains less harmonic content as the generator current.  
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Fig. 3- 25 Simulation of stator current with SSSC and passive filter  
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Fig. 3- 26 Simulation of terminal voltage with SSSC and passive filter  
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Fig. 3- 27 Simulation of compensation voltage with passive filter  
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                 4  
Wind Turbine Modelling 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The chapter focuses on the simulation of the wind turbine that can be used 
later to reproduce the realistic conditions that occur at the wind energy 
conversion system. Also two mass model of the coupling between the wind 
turbine and generator is developed. Finally emulation of the wind turbine with 
dc motor with real time measurement of wind speed is implemented. 
 
 
4.1 Wind power model 
 
 
In order to start building the model, we must understand the elements that will 
constitute it. First of all, we have to build a module that determines the 
magnitude of shaft mechanical power or torque that could be extracted from 
the wind. After that, we will have to know how the torque exerted on the rotor 
will drive the system composed of the rotor, generator and the coupling 
between them. These two modules will model the physical part of the wind 
turbine. Next, we shall start handling each of these modules in detail. We shall 
discuss the underlying physical concepts, as well as discuss the structure of 
the modules.  
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Suppose that we have a stream of wind of density ρ and velocity νw that flows 
perpendicularly through an area A. The amount of mechanical power held in 
the wind Pwind is given by the equation 
3
2
1
wwind AP νρ=                                                                                                    (4-1)         
 
In the case of a wind turbine, the area A will be related to the radius Rr of the 
rotor blades by the equation: 
2
rRA pi=                                                                                                                (4-2)         
Unfortunately, a wind turbine can never extract this amount of power from the 
wind stream. This is because obtaining 100% of the wind stream power will 
require that all wind particles be decelerated to zero. This is, of course, 
impossible for many reasons, the simplest of which is that some air particles 
will pass without even colliding with the rotor blades. They will be only 
slightly affected by the presence of the wind turbine. Now, one may pose the 
following question. If we have the wind velocity, the rotor blade radius and 
the air density, then how can we compute the magnitude of toque of the wind 
turbine?  
 
Scientists have been interested in answering this question ever since the 
advantages of wind power have started becoming obvious. Using practical 
experimentation, a group of curves called the wind curves have been obtained, 
that give Cm , which is the torque coefficient of wind turbine. Cm as a function 
of blade tip velocity and blade pitch angle [16]. A rotor blade rotating with 
angular velocity
 
ωr will have a tip speed νtip given by: 
 
rrtip RV ω=                                                                                                            (4-3)        
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Now, let us define the tip speed ratio λ which is the relation between the 
angular velocity of the blade tip and the wind speed and is given by the 
expression: 
w
Rr
w
tip
V
R
V
V ωλ ==                                                                                                 (4-4)       
Also, let us define the blade pitch angle θ is the angle between the plane of 
rotation of the rotor blade’s tip and the plane of the rotor blade itself. 
Knowing θ and λ, we may use the wind curves shown below to obtain the 
value of  Cm as shown fig. 4-1. This figure only presents some of the curves 
ranging from θ = 0o to 40o. The computer interpolates between the curves to 
obtain an approximation for the value of Cm at any value a of blade pitch 
angle. This was done all over the range covering blade pitch angles from 0 to 
40 degrees. Having known the value of Cm, we may find Trotor from the 
following equation: 
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Fig. 4- 1 Torque coefficient curve 
 
 
mwrrrotor CRAT
25.0 νρ=                                                                                     (4-5)         
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One last thing to consider before moving on to building the model is that at 
every value of λ, there is a certain blade pitch angle that maximizes Cm, and 
hence the torque extracted from the stream.  
 
 
4.2 Two mass system 
 
 
In the ideal case, the rotor and generator would be ideally coupled. Ideal 
coupling means that the shaft is perfectly rigid against torsion, and there are  
no viscous moments that will oppose the rotation of the system. In such an 
ideal case, the rotor, the shaft and the generator will always run at the same 
speed. They would be considered a one mass system. Unfortunately, the rotor 
and the generator may never be ideally coupled. The real coupling between 
the rotor and the generator will always lead to some torsion occurring in the 
shaft and some damping moment that opposes the shaft rotation. As a result 
the rotor and generator won’t in general move as a single body. Instead the 
motion of the generator will transiently follow the motion of the rotor. They 
are not one mass system any longer. There are two bodies with different 
motions, the rotor and the generator. Hence, there is two mass system 
[46],[92].  
 
In developing a model in this situation to describe the motion under external 
torques, the rotational dynamics of the system was studied. The two mass 
system is presented in fig 4-2. It may be noticed that the system is running 
under the effect of two external moments. These moments are the mechanical 
torque exerted on the rotor by the wind stream, which is obtained in the wind 
power model, and the electrical load moment which opposes the rotation of 
the generator’s rotor. As the rotor changes its angular velocity, the real 
coupling will make the generator unable to exhibit the same change 
simultaneously. Instead, a difference in rotor’s and generator’s angular 
velocities will start to appear. This differential velocity may be computed 
from the relation: 
 
genrotordiff ωωω −=                                                                              (4-6)             
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Fig. 4- 2 Block diagram of 2-mass system 
 
  
Also, as result of having certain differential velocities at certain time intervals, 
a differential angle will also exist between the rotor and the generator. This 
differential angle is equal to the angle by which the coupling shaft is twisted. 
It is given by the following equation: 
 
genrotordiff θθθ −=                                                                                                (4-7)         
 
The differential velocity will lead to a damping moment which opposes the 
motion of the rotor. This damping moment may be obtained from the relation: 
 
diffDD kM ω=                                                                                                       (4-8)         
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The differential angle will lead to a torsion moment which opposes the motion 
of the rotor. This torsion moment may be obtained from the relation: 
 
diffTT kM θ=                                                                                                         (4-9)         
 
Therefore, a total coupling moment due to real coupling MC equal to the sum 
of both opposing moments will exist.  
 
diffTdiffDTDC kkMMM θω +=+=                                                            (4-10)         
 
Understanding the dynamics is very important for building the mode of two 
mass. The model will describe the system dynamics.  
 
First of all, there is a rotor driving moment MRD which acts on the rotor as the 
result of the wind stream blazing against the rotors. This moment will actually 
be used to accelerate the rotor, and counter balance the coupling moment.  
 
We may hence write: 
 
CRARD MMM +=                                                                                            (4-11)         
 
Here, MC is the total coupling moment, and MRA is the rotor acceleration 
moment defined by Newton’s second law for rotational dynamics: 
 
•
= RRRA JM ω                                                                                                    (4-12) 
 
Where JR is the rotor’s moment of inertia and ωR is the rotor’s angular 
acceleration.  
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 There are three moments in the generator’s moment equation, which are the 
coupling moment, the electrical load moment and the generator’s accelerating 
moment. These moments are expressed in eq. 4-13: 
•
=−= RGLCGA JMMM ω                                                                                                                   (4-13) 
Where ML is the electrical load moment, JG is the generator’s moment of 
inertia and 
•
Gω is the generator’s angular acceleration. The transfer function 
for generator angular velocity and rotor acceleration moment in case of zero 
electrical load moment is expressed in eq. 4-14 [92].  
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The resonance frequency of the system is defined by the stiffness and 
damping coefficients of the shafts. 
 
 
4.3 Dynamics of the blade pitching mechanism 
 
 
It is very important to notice that no single blade pitch angle can always 
assure maximum power extraction for the whole range of tip speed ratios. 
Instead, the whole λ range may be divided into a group of intervals, each of 
which allows maximum power to be extracted using a certain single valued 
blade pitch angle. In our question for maximum power, we shall try to know 
the “optimum” blade pitch angle at our operating λ (the blade pitch angle 
which results in maximum power extraction from the stream), and try to make 
the actual blade pitch angle always equal to the optimum at the operating 
value of λ [36],[39],[61]. 
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The blade pitching system consists of the rotor blades, motors, brakes, 
controllers and other auxiliary equipment. When we are operating at a certain 
λ and the actual blade pitch angle is not equal to the optimum blade pitch 
angle, the controller will issue a control signal, so that the motor rotates the 
blade about its own longitudinal axis in order to obtain the optimum blade 
angle. If needed, the brakes may also be initiated to stop the pitching process. 
While the blades are being pitched, they are subject to an inertial moment and 
many opposing moments.  Since the blades consist of wings of metal 
distributed in some way about the blade’s axis, each blade will have a certain 
moment of inertia. For this reason, we shall require a certain moment to act on 
the rotor blade in order to give it some angular acceleration. As the blades are 
pitched, some torsion occurs as a result of the blade’s length, and the fact that 
it is pitched from one side and free on the other side. This causes the blade to 
twist slightly about its own axis during pitching. This produces a twisting 
moment that opposes the pitching of the blade. Both of the blade’s inertial 
and aerodynamic disturbances, in addition to the some other effects such as 
wind shear, tower blockage, turbulence, yawed flow and turbine yawing, the 
Blades undergo an undesirable type of motion called teetering. A moment 
results from this effect and opposes the pitching process. Due to the 
accelerating and decelerating the blades, the air masses in contact with the 
blade must be as well accelerated and decelerated. This produces a torque 
which opposes the pitching process.  
 
 
In the previous discussion, we have exposed ourselves to a physical 
interpretation of the moments opposing the process of blade pitching. If we 
wish to model the dynamics of the system fully, we shall indulge ourselves 
into deep physical analysis in order to obtain expressions for each of the 
opposing moments mentioned above. However, there is an easier way to 
achieve satisfactory results without going very deep into the aerodynamics of 
the pitching process [40]. 
 
Looking at the pitching process as a whole, we can regard the effect of all the 
individual opposing moments as if it consists of four components. The first 
component depends on the blades’ angular acceleration, and corresponds to 
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the joint effect of all opposing moments resulting from the acceleration or 
deceleration of the blades, such as the air mass acceleration moment. The 
second component depends on the blades’ angular velocity, and it corresponds 
to the joint effect of those moments resulting from the blades motion in air, 
such as the damping moment. The third component depends on the blades’ 
angle, and this component corresponds to the joint effect of all the opposing 
moments depending on the torsion or twisting of the blades, such as the blade 
twisting moment. The fourth component is independent on the blades’ motion, 
and it corresponds to the joint effect of all frictional moments. This method 
does not actually neglect the physically interpretable moments or introduce 
new ones. It only resembles a different way of handling these moments. We 
have classified them according to their mathematical nature, rather than their 
physical nature. By adopting this method of classification, we can write a 
general equation for the moments opposing the blade pitching mechanism on 
the form 
 
FTDAOPP MCCCM +++=
•••
θθθ                                                                 (4-15)
 
 
Where: 
CA = Equivalent acceleration moment coefficient, 
CD = Equivalent damping coefficient, 
CT = Equivalent torsion coefficient, and 
MF = Equivalent frictional moment. 
 
Instead of the detailed physical and aerodynamic analysis which would lead to 
complicated model. We are going to use the parameters, which are listed 
above, that we can determine by practical experiments. Practical experiments 
have shown the following:   
 
• The coefficient CA is almost 2% of the blades’ moment of inertia, and 
the first component may hence be neglected.  
 
• The coefficient CD is almost equal to 32 Nms/rad. The coefficient CT 
is almost equal to 0.6 Nm/rad. 
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• The moment MF may be neglected compared to the sum of the second 
and third components. 
 
For this reason, we may approximate the total resisting moment using the 
equation: 
 
θθ TDOPP CCM +=
•
                                                                                (4-16)
 
 
Now, we are ready to start building the model for blade pitching. In building 
such a model, we shall start by implementing a part which corresponds to the 
blade moment of inertia and opposing forces. This part will accept as an input 
the positioning moment MP, which is the moment exerted by the motor to 
actuate the pitching process, and must produce as an output the actual position 
of the blades at any time instant. 
 
The first part of the model, which corresponds to the effect of the physical 
components of the system such as the blade moment of inertia, the damping 
and the torsion, may be modelled in regard of the equation: 
 
θθθ TDRBOPPInertiaP CCJMMM ++=+=
•••
                                        (4-17)
 
 
Expressing this equation in the Laplace domain would give: 
 
))(()( 2 TDRBP CsCsJssM ++= θ                                                         (4-18) 
 
This form might be useful because it can give us directly the transfer function 
of the system  
 
TDRBP CsCsJsM
s
++
= 2
1
)(
)(θ
                                                                 (4-19) 
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The optimal pitch angle is required in order to obtain the maximum power 
from the wind turbine. The simulation of racking the optimal pitch angle is 
performed in Matlab/simulink program. The actual pitch angle and the 
reference optimal angle are shown in fig. 4-3.  
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Fig. 4- 3 Simulated tracking of the reference optimal angle and actual pitch 
angle  
 
4.4 Wind turbine emulator   
 
A 58KW dc machine is used to emulate the wind turbine. A controlled 6-pulse 
thyristor converter drives the machine from the Control Techniques Company. 
The control of dc machine consists of a cascaded control scheme with an inner 
current and an outer speed control loops. The Control Techniques has only PI 
controller. The proposed scheme was implemented in the experiment. The 
wind turbine model was developed with Simulink program on PC. The PC has 
a DS1103-board, which contains a TMS320F240 DSP with master slave 
configuration. The wind turbine model is converted to C language by real time 
workshop and downloaded on the DS1103-board. The DS1103-board 
communicates with the dc converter through an RS-422 serial interface. The 
reference speed is calculated from the model on computer and transferred to 
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dc converter through DS1103 board. The recorded wind speed time, where the 
average wind speed is 9m/s, is shown in fig. 4-4. The reference speed and 
measured speed of the generator are presented in fig 4-5. 
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Fig. 4- 4 Wind profile 
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Fig. 4- 5 Reference and measured shaft speed of the generator 
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                 5 
Experimental Results  
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter the dimensioning and the construction of the experiment are 
described. The experiment is found in the lab of the Electrical Machine and 
Drive department at Technical University Chemnitz. The aim is to apply static 
synchronous series compensation to permanent magnet synchronous 
generator.  For the implementation of the control, dSPACE board DS1103 that 
contains two microprocessors from Texas Instruments Company was used. 
This chapter presents also the test performed in order to obtain the parameters 
of synchronous generator. A discussion of the practical results obtained when 
applying the SSSC with and  without  a passive filter. Finally the efficiency of 
the system is presented. 
 
 
5.1 Experimental setup  
 
Our small-scale experimental system of wind power generation consists of 
electrical excited synchronous generator, which is presented in fig. 5-1. A 58 
KW dc machine fed by a three phase thyristor controlled bridge which is used 
to drive the generator shaft. The rotation speed of the dc motor is controlled 
by a thyristor bridge in order to simulate the fluctuation of wind speed. 
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Specification of synchronous generator used for the experiment is shown in 
table 5-1.  
                         
Fig. 5- 1 Experiment at the lab 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5-1: Specification of synchronous generator 
 
The compensation voltage is realised by an inverter output, whose output 
voltage is fed to LC filter. Then output voltage of the filter is connected in 
Rated Power  Sn                                       25 kVA 
Rated voltage Un                                             390V 
Rated current In                                                37A 
Rated power factor                         0.8 
Frequency fn                                                        50Hz 
Direct axis reactance 
 
xSd                          1.9 p.u 
Quadrature axis reactance 
 
xSq              1.1 p.u 
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series with the generator through three single-phase coupling transformers. 
The tapping changing of the three transformers has been set to the turn’s ratio 
to 1:1.5. The coupling transformers are chosen to be single phase in order to 
avoid the magnetic coupling between the three phase transformers, which is 
found in the three limbs or five limbs. Specification of the transformers is 
presented in table 5-2. The specification of inverter, LC filter and passive 
filter is given in table 5-3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            
                            Table 5-2: Specification of transformers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                           
                               Table 5-3: Specification of inverter and filter 
The inverter consists of three legs IGBT from Semikron company type SkiiP 
025HAB 1200V/25A. This module has short circuit, under voltage, earth 
leakage and over temperature protection. For over voltage protection a 
chopper is connected in parallel to the dc link voltage. The chopper conducts 
when the voltage exceeds 750V. The chopper consists of an IGBT with rated 
Rated Power  Sn                                    8 kVA 
Rated primary voltage   U1               220V                    
Rated secondary voltage U2            0-400V                          
Rated primary current I1             37A 
Rated secondary   current I2        20A 
Resistance percentage                 1%
                  
 
Reactance percentage                  3%
  
Collector emitter voltage 
 
UCE                      1200V   
Collector current Ic                                                 25A   
 
Filter inductance LF                             4mH 
 
Filter capacitance CF                            22µ F 
 Switching frequency                            4KHz 
Passive filter capacitance C5                            100µ F     
Passive filter inductance L5                               4mH 
Q of passive filter Quality                      5         
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current 90A so 10Ω are connected in series with IGBT in order to limit the 
current. The dc link has four capacitors. Each two are connected in parallel. 
Afterward the capacitors are connected in series. In order to equally divide the 
voltage 50KΩ is connected in parallel to the capacitor. A delay board was 
designed with a delay time of 3µsec in order to avoid that two IGBT in leg to 
conduct at the same time. Hall Effect sensors were used to measure the 
currents and the voltage. The voltage sensors have a ratio from 1000V/25mA, 
while the current transducers have a ratio 100A/25mA. As these sensors 
deliver a current signal, this latter must be converted to voltage by a 
resistance.  
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Fig. 5- 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up 
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The DS1103-hardware board contains an AD converter unit and two 
incremental encoders. The AD converter unit has 4 converters with 4 
multiplexed inputs each with 16 bits resolution and 4µs sampling time. This 
system enables one to work with models developed in Matlab /Simulink 
programs directly. The processor code is generated automatically. The inputs 
and outputs interfacing hardware and software are available as Simulink 
blocks in real time interface [66]. The schematic diagram shows in fig. 5-2 
that the filter current is measured, which is used in the inner control loop. 
Also the generator current is measured in order to obtain the current angle.  
The compensation voltage lags this angle by 90°degrees. The compensation 
voltage is also measured, which is used in the outer control loop. Additionally 
the speed of the generator is measured via an incremental encoder.  
 
At the beginning the dc motor is used to rotate the rotor of the synchronous 
machine and the required excitation voltage is provided. The voltage will 
appear on the terminal of the generator at no load. This terminal voltage in 
this case is equal to the internal induced voltage. This voltage is used by the 
phase locked loop in order to obtain the reference angle of the system. In this 
approach the d-axis voltage is compared to a reference value that should be 
zero and the error is corrected by PI controller which output is the net 
frequency. A further integrator gives the angular displacement that is fed back 
to voltage transformation in a rotating coordinate system. As result we can 
obtain the reference rotating at beginning of the experiment. 
 
 
5.2 Synchronous generator at no load    
 
Before starting the analysis of the practical results, we will analyse the output 
voltage of the generator at no load. This analysis will help to explain the 
existence of the third harmonic, which is present in the terminal voltage of the 
generator. The output voltage of the generator is presented below at the rated 
frequency. It is clear from fig 5-3 that the output voltage is not a sinusoidal 
waveform. If we analyse this wave we will find out that the third, fifth and the 
seventh harmonic exist. The third harmonic component is about 8% and the 
fifth harmonic is 2% as shown in fig 5-4. The third harmonic content exists 
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also at different frequencies. The third harmonic exists due to the saliency of 
the generator. 
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Fig. 5- 3 Output voltage of the generator at no load 
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Fig. 5- 4 FFT of the terminal voltage of the generator at no load 
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5.3 Synchronous generator parameter     
 
The reactances and the time constants of the synchronous generator, which are 
needed in the simulation, were unavailable due to the fact that the 
synchronous generator was built in 1973. As result we needed to carry out the 
tests in order to obtain these parameters.  
 
5.3.1 Synchronous generator slip test      
 
The slip test is used to determine the direct axis synchronous reactance and 
the quadrature axis synchronous reactance as shown in fig 5-5. The generator 
during the slip test is unexcited and  a balanced three phase voltage is applied 
at the terminals. The field winding must be kept open in the slip test. The rotor 
is driven at a speed differing slightly from synchronous speed, which is easily 
calculated from the frequency of the supplied voltage and the number of poles 
of the machine. The stator currents are then modulated at the slip frequency 
by the machine, having maximum amplitude when the quadrature axis is in 
line m.m.f wave and minimum amplitude when the direct axis aligns with 
m.m.f. The terminal voltage is usually modulated at the slip frequency, the 
amplitude of the terminal voltage is greatest when the current is least and vice 
versa. The direct axis impedance can be measured, when the induced voltage 
the field winding has minimum value. The direct reactance is obtained 
according to eq 5-1.  
 
Ω=== 5.11
1.7
80
3 S
Sd I
UX                                                               (5-1) 
 
The quadrature axis impedance can be measured, when the induced voltage 
the field winding has maximum value.  The quadrature reactance is obtained 
according to eq. 5-2.  
 
Ω=== 7.6
9.11
80
3 S
Sq I
UX                                                               (5-2) 
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Where U is the line voltage and IS is the stator current. 
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Fig. 5- 5 Slip test to determine the XSd and XSq 
 
5.3.2 Synchronous generator short circuit test  
 
Reactances and time constants of the synchronous generator are of great 
assistance for predicting the short circuit current.  Conversely, a short circuit 
may be utilised to evaluate some of the reactance and time constants. Before 
we go into details of computing these constants from the test data, let us try to 
get a physical picture under short circuit conditions. Consider a synchronous 
generator rotates at a synchronous speed with constant excitation initially 
unloaded. If a three-phase short circuit is suddenly applied at the armature 
terminals, then the flux is produced by field circuit links the armature circuits. 
When the three phase short circuit fault occurs at t=0 as shown in fig 5-6, the 
trapped armature flux linkages are given by: 
 
ϑψψ cosmax=A                                                                        (5-3) 
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)
3
2
cos(max
piϑψψ −=B                                                              (5-4) 
                          
)
3
2
cos(max
piϑψψ +=C                                                            (5-5) 
                       
Where ϑ  is the angle between phase u and d-axis. Thus it is seen that flux 
linking each phase is different. As the field moves away after t=0, since the 
flux cannot change immediately, the d.c current of appropriate magnitude 
appears in each phase to preserve the flux. Since the flux is different for all 
the phases depending on the angleϑ  , the d.c currents that appear will also be 
of different magnitude, depending on angleϑ . If the magnitudes of all the d.c 
currents appearing in the armature phases were the same, there would not be 
any net resultant flux. But as they are unequal, there will be resultant flux, 
which produces a damped fundamental current in the field circuit. To an 
observer on rotor, the mentioned component produces a flux, which is a  
pulsating one. This flux can be resolved into rotating flux waves of same 
magnitude traveling in opposite directions at synchronous speed with respect   
to an observer on rotor. The one traveling with the direction rotation of the 
rotor travels at twice the synchronous speed with respect to the stator and the 
other one would be stationary with respect of the stator. So the latter cannot 
induce anything; but the former produces the double frequency component 
current in the armature phases, which are all of the same magnitude. These 
second harmonic currents give rise to net resultant flux. Sustained 
fundamental three phase armature circuits are induced from the constant flux 
of the field circuit. These currents produce an m.m.f rotating forward at the 
synchronous speed with respect to the stator, but stationary with respect to the 
rotor and centered on the direct on the direct axis of the field. This armature 
m.m.f opposes field m.m.f and tends to reduce the field current as well as 
damping currents are induced. Thus there exist the transient and subtransient 
d.c components in the rotor windings, damped by direct-axis transient short 
circuit time constant Td` and the direct-axis sub transient short circuit time 
constant Td`` respectively. As result ac components in the armature windings 
will exist. The transient and subtransient fundamental components will decay 
by the time constants Td` and Td`` respectively. The stator phase windings have 
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the following sustained fundamental a.c current, damped fundamental ac 
current with time constant Td` and damped fundamental a.c with time constant 
Td``. 
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Fig. 5- 6 Short circuit test for synchronous generator 
 
The subtransient period lasts only for the first few cycles, during which the 
decrement of the current is very rapid. The transient period covers a relatively 
longer time during which the decrement of the current is more moderate and 
finally the steady state is attained during which the current has a sustained 
value. The direct axis circuit time constants Td` and Td`` can be evaluated from 
the transient and subtransient components. In a steady state the stator current 
reaches its final value. The magnitude of the stator current is given by U
 p /Xd , 
where U
 p is the open circuit voltage of the generator [76],[77]. This value 
should not exceed 20% of the rated voltage of the generator in order to that 
the stator current does not exceed the rated current of the machine. If we 
perform the short circuit taking into consideration the above mentioned 
precaution, we can obtain the subtransient and transient circuit time constants. 
The measured value of the short circuit is present in fig. 5-7. The difference 
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between the sub transient and the extended transient is plotted on semi log 
paper.  The obtained sub transient direct short circuit is 24ms. The difference 
between the transient and the steady state is plotted on semi log paper also. 
The obtained transient direct short circuit is 190ms. 
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Fig. 5- 7 Stator current of synchronous generator at short circuit test
 
 
5.3.3 Synchronous generator standstill test  
 
In order to obtain the subtransient direct reactance axis and subtransient 
quadrature reactance axis the standstill is performed. In the standstill only 
two-phase winding is energised with small voltage 20V as shown in fig 5-8. 
The field winding is short-circuited and the field current is measured. When 
the field current is at maximum, we obtain the subtransient direct reactance 
axis from the following equation [86]. 
 
Ω== 3.2
2
"
I
UX Sd                                                                                (5-6) 
We obtain the subtransient quadrature reactance axis from the following 
equation, when the field current is zero.  
 
Ω== 9.1
2
"
I
UX Sq                                                                                 (5-7) 
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The stator current and the field current are shown in fig 5-9, 5-10 for the  
subtransient quadrature and direct axis respectively. 
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Fig. 5- 8 Standstill test circuit diagram
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Fig. 5- 9 Standstill test for subtransient direct axis reactance 
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Fig. 5- 10 Standstill test for subtransient quadrature axis reactance 
 
5.3.4 Synchronous generator switch slip test  
 
 
In order to obtain the transient quadrature open circuit time constant the 
switch slip is performed. In the switch slip-phase winding is energised with 
small voltage, which is about 20V. The circuit diagram of the switch slip test 
is in shown in fig 5-11. The synchronous generator is rotated by an external 
drive with a very small slip of less than one percent. The slip can be 
calculated from the synchronous speed of the generator.  The field winding is 
short-circuited and the field current is measured. The supply voltage is 
disconnected at the time zero field current as shown in fig 5-12.  The 
maximum value of the voltage is drawn on semi log paper in order to obtain 
the transient quadrature open circuit time constant.  The obtained transient 
quadrature open circuit time constant is 250 msec. 
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Fig. 5- 11 Switch slip test circuit diagram 
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Fig. 5- 12 Terminal voltage of the generator at switch slip test 
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5.4 Output filter  
 
 
 
All the available modulation methods generate harmonic pollution in the 
injected voltage [9],[26],[97]. These harmonics have harmful effects such as: 
 
• The isolation of the winding of coupling transformer may not able to 
tolerate the dU/dt stress. 
 
• The  short time duration of the pulse   
 
• High frequency interference may exist which may disturb the function 
of sensitive devices. 
 
 
The output filter is used to attenuate the high frequency harmonics of the 
inverter to very small values. The output filter can be realised in different 
configurations such as band pass filter, low pass filter. The low pass filter 
consists of three types L filter, LC filter and LCL filter.  
 
 In practical application the LC filter is used due to simplicity and low cost. 
The LC filter consists of series inductor with inductance LF and a shunt 
capacitance CF .The LC filter together with inductance of the load will 
dampen the harmonic of the load voltage by 40 dB every decade after the 
resonance frequency. Also the harmonic in load current will be damped by 
60dB every decade after the resonance frequency. The compensating voltage 
is defined by the following transfer function 
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In designing the LC filter,  the first step is to decide the resonance frequency. 
The resonance frequency of the filter is chosen to be much lower than the 
switching frequency thus eliminating the switching ripple of the output 
voltage [10]. In order to have a low ripple voltage in the output voltage the 
inverter, the resonance frequency of LC filter should be chosen at least ten 
times the fundamental frequency. The fundamental frequency in the 
experiment is 50 Hz. The resonance frequency is chosen to be 523Hz.The 
other important parameter of filter is the voltage drop of the inductance filter 
at rated current and maximum frequency. We can obtain the inductance from 
the voltage drop. In literature is stated that the nominal voltage drop 4% is 
good. 
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Where Udc is the inverter input voltage, ∆uL is the percentage of voltage drop. 
The capacitance is obtained from the resonance frequency. 
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5.5 Step response of the controllers  
 
 
Before we present the practical results of the experiment, we must make sure 
that the current and voltage controller have a good response. A step function 
will be applied to the inner loop the current controller. Then a step function 
will be applied to the outer loop voltage controller. The measured step 
response of the filter current controller is presented in fig 5-13. From the 
figure it is obvious that there is good decoupling between the d-axis and q-
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axis of the filter current. The three phase currents of the filter are shown in fig. 
5-14. 
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    Fig. 5- 13  Measured step response filter of the current controller in d- axis 
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Fig. 5- 14 Filter current during step response 
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Fig. 5- 15 Measured step response of the voltage controller in d-axis 
 
The measured step response of the voltage controller is presented in fig 5-15. 
The d-axis and q-axis of the voltage controller is well decoupled. The three 
phase compensation voltages are shown above in fig. 5-16.  
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                      Fig. 5- 16 Compensation voltage during step response  
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5.6 Analysis of the results  
 
In order to evaluate the effect of SSSC, the PGS is derived with the same 
velocity and fixed excitation for both cases with and without compensation. 
The practical results show that SSSC increases the output power of the 
generator compared to without compensation fig 5-17. The measurement 
shows that the terminal voltage will decrease with the increase of the current 
without compensation but SSSC stabilises the output voltage of PSG fig 5-18.  
At the beginning when the compensation voltage is zero, the output power 
with SSSC is less than without compensation, the reason being that the 
coupling transformers need reactive power and the voltage drop on the 
transformer impedance. SSSC should provide the reactive power at first 
needed by the coupling three transformers. Then SSSC begins to supply the 
reactive power, which enable the increase of the output power of the 
generator, mean time the terminal voltage can become constant. From the 
output power current curve, it is clear that output power increases with the 
increase of the current till the output power reach the maximum value. In this 
region the harmonic in the terminal voltage increase so there is no further 
increases in the output power. 
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Fig. 5- 17 Output power versus stator current with and without SSSC 
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Fig. 5- 18  Terminal voltage versus stator current with and without SSSC 
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Fig. 5- 19  Measured stator current without SSSC 
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Our discussion here will focus on the three different cases, which are without 
SSSC, with SSSC and the last case with SSSC and a passive filter. The 
measured generator current without compensation is shown in fig. 5-19.The 
measured generator current contains the fifth and seventh harmonics. This is   
expected due to the presence of the rectifier bridge. The measured terminal 
voltage of the generator contains also the third, fifth and seventh harmonics. 
The fifth and seventh harmonics were generated from the rectifier’s non-linear 
nature. The third harmonic was originally found in the generator at no load. 
The measured terminal voltage of the generator without SSSC is shown in 
fig.5-20.  
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Fig. 5- 20 Measured terminal voltage without SSSC 
 
 
 
When we apply the SSSC to the synchronous generator, the current and output 
power of the generator will increase. Also the terminal voltage of generator is 
almost constant with loading. Generator current is not completely sinusoidal 
but it contents harmonics. The harmonic content in generator current is less 
than without SSSC as shown in fig. 5-21. 
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                               Fig. 5- 21 Measured stator current with SSSC 
 
 
The terminal voltage of the generator is constant and contains the same 
spectrum of harmonic as shown in fig 5- 22. The only difference is that it has 
more harmonic content compared to the case without SSSC.  Table 5-4 shows 
the THD of the both generator current and input voltage of the rectifier with 
and without compensation. The THD of the  generator current decreases. On 
the other hand the THD of terminal voltage increases. 
 
 
 
THD  Current  Rectifier voltage  
Without SSSC 13.21% 17.11% 
With SSSC 6.4% 20% 
 
Table 5-4: THD of the current and input voltage of the rectifier 
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Fig. 5- 22 Measured terminal voltage with SSSC 
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Fig. 5- 23 Compensation voltage in case SSSC only 
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The compensation voltage shown fig 5-23 is not free from harmonics. The 
reason for the harmonic is that the stator current of the generator that passes   
through the transformer contains harmonic. These harmonic currents produce 
voltages drop on the resistance and inductance of the transformer.   Also these 
current cause losses in the transformer and increase the effective value the 
transformer currents. Passive filter was proposed in order to get rid of the 
harmonic in the compensation voltage and to decrease the compensation 
voltage amplitude. We connected a passive filter of fifth harmonic in parallel 
with the rectifier. 
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Fig.  5- 24 Measured stator current with SSSC and passive filter 
 
This passive filter will provide a path to the fifth harmonic voltage. The stator 
current in the case of SSSC and passive is presented in fig 5-24. There is an 
increase in the current amplitude and a better quality of the current. The 
terminal voltage of the generator is constant and contains the same spectrum 
of harmonic as shown in fig 5-25. The harmonics content is less than with 
SSSC only. The fifth harmonic component is trapped due to the presence of 
the passive filter.  
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Fig. 5- 25 Measured terminal voltage with SSSC and passive filter 
 
 
The FFT of the terminal voltage harmonic with and without passive filter are 
presented in fig 5-26. The terminal voltage contains the third harmonic in both 
cases with and without passive filter. This is due to its presence in the no load 
voltage of the terminal voltage. The fifth harmonic of the terminal voltage 
decreases from 12% to 2.5% and the seventh from 7% to 1.1%.  The THD of 
the terminal voltage decreases from 33.42% to 23.6%. The decrease of the 
harmonics in the terminal voltage of the generator enables the increase of the 
output power of the generator.  
 
The FFT of the generator current harmonic with and without a passive filter 
are presented in fig 5-27. The fifth harmonic of the generator current 
decreases from 10.3% to 2.7%   as well as  the seventh harmonic from 7% to 4 
%. The THD of the generator current   decreases from 12.5% to 5.16%. 
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Fig. 5- 26 FFT of terminal voltage with SSSC and without passive filter 
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Fig. 5- 27 FFT of stator current with and without passive filter 
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The compensation voltage, which is shown in fig 5-28, has fewer harmonic in 
the case of the SSSC with passive filter compared to without passive filter. 
This is due to less harmonic content of the generator current.  When 
connecting the fifth harmonic passive filter, the fifth harmonic is trapped in 
this filter. 
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Fig. 5- 28  Measured compensation voltage in case of SSSC and passive filter 
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Fig. 5- 29  FFT of compensation voltage with and without passive filter 
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The FFT of the compensation voltage harmonic with and without passive 
filter are presented in fig 5-29. The fifth harmonic of the terminal voltage 
decreases from 12% to 2.5% and the seventh from 11.8% to 8%.   
 
The proposed equivalent circuit which is explained in chapter two, is modified 
by adding by third harmonic component to the internal induced voltage which 
is exists in the generator at Technical University Chemnitz lab. The actual 
parameters of the generator and the same dc bus level were used. In order to 
compare the measurement and the calculated result, we were forced due to the 
limitation of the available components to small portion of the output power of 
the generator. The measured  output power  and the calculation of  the output 
power  in  both cases without and with  passive filter  agree  to a far extend 
together  when we apply certain compensation voltage as shown in fig. 5-30. 
Although calculated output power of the generator for both cases is more than 
the measured amount.  The assumption of considering the output voltage of 
the inverter is ideal as sinusoidal source, led to the deviation between 
measured and calculated efficiency. The other reason is that the parameters of 
the system are not accurate enough. 
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Fig. 5- 30  Measured and calculated output power versus compensation 
voltage for both with and without passive filter  
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Figure 5-30 shows that the combination of the passive filter and SSSC reduces 
the compensation voltage needed. The reduction of the compensation voltage 
depends on the capacitance of the filter. An economical solution must be 
found, in order to dimension the magnitude of the permanent magnet, the 
needed compensation voltage and capacitance of the passive filter.  
 
 
 
5.7 System losses and efficiency  
 
The application SSSC introduces additional losses in systems, which are 
losses in coupling three transformers, in the inverter, passive filter and LC 
filter losses. The generator losses consist of friction losses, iron losses and 
copper losses PLCo which are presented in eq.5-11. The transformer losses 
consist of copper losses PLT, which are presented in eq. 5-12. The LC filter 
losses PLC are the copper losses of the filter, which are presented in eq. 5-13. 
Dielectric losses of the filter capacitance are presented in eq. 5-14. 
 
 
 
SSLCo RIP
23=                                                                                             (5-11) 
                                                                                                                   
TLT RIP
2
13=                                                                                            (5-12) 
 
FFLC RIP
23=
                                                                                          (5-13) 
 
δω tan3 2 FCLDi CUP =                                                                            (5-14) 
 
 
Where RS is the stator resistance, RT is the transformer resistance, CF 
capacitance of the filter, tan δ is the loss angle of the capacitor. The equation 
for the inverter is presented chapter two in equation 2-30 till equation 2-34. 
The losses of different components  are presented in fig. 5-31.  
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Fig. 5- 31 Losses of different components 
 
The measured efficiency of the system without SSSC and with SSSC at 
different tapping of the transformer is presented in fig 5-32. The SSSC 
decreases the efficiency of the system compared to without SSSC. Also with 
SSSC the efficiency increases by increasing the tapping of the transformer. 
This is due to the decrease in the inverter current.  
 
 
If we compare the calculated efficiency with the measured efficiency, we will 
find out that the measured efficiency is less by 1.5%   as shown in fig. 5- 33. 
The voltage and current are assumed to be sinusoidal in efficiency calculation. 
This assumption caused a difference between the measured and calculated 
efficiency. The measurement of the parameters of the generator and the 
transformer also contains error. 
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Fig. 5- 32 Measured efficiency without and with SSSC at different tapping of 
transformer 
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                   Fig. 5- 33 Measured and calculated efficiency of SSSC only  
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The efficiency of the system is slightly higher, when the passive filter is 
connected parallel to the rectifier as shown in fig 5-33. The efficiency 
increased because the currents and the terminal voltages of the generator are 
almost sinusoidal.  On the hand there are additional losses in the resistance of 
the passive filter R5.  These losses are expressed in eq. 5-15. 
 
5
2
53 RIPPF =                                                                                            (5-15) 
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          Fig. 5- 34 Measured efficiency of the system with and without passive 
filter 
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              6 
Conclusion  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Worldwide, the total of installed wind power capacity as well as the average 
rated power per windmill is constantly increasing. In many European 
countries, particularly in Denmark, Germany and Spain, wind power has 
experienced a rapid growth during the past years and contributes nowadays 
considerably to the overall electricity production. Presently, for units above 
1MW, variable speed concepts are usually applied that is either based on 
doubly fed induction machines or synchronous machines. Some of the largest 
units are currently available and therefore especially suited for offshore. 
Permanent magnet salient pole synchronous generators have usually a higher 
efficiency and are more compact than electrical excited generator. This is due 
to the absence of the excitation winding. However, they are more expensive. 
The main disadvantage of permanent synchronous generators is that the 
terminal voltage of generator is not controlled. The measurements of an 
electrical excited synchronous generator connected to dc network showed that 
electrical power is directly proportional to rotation velocity and to the 
excitation voltage. The measurements revealed that the PSG delivers less than 
its rated power at rated excitation. The measured terminal voltage decreases 
with an increase of stator current. Terminal voltage increases with the increase 
of excitation level. The measurements have shown that in order to obtain the 
rated power of the PSG connected to dc grid, we must exceed the rated 
excitation.  
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External reactive power compensation provides an attractive to overcome this 
problem of constant magnet in the permanent magnet synchronous generator. 
As a result we can control the terminal voltage of the generator and increase 
the output power of generator.  
 
Different compensation methods were examined. Static synchronous series 
compensator (SSSC) changes the generator impedance. Voltage regulator 
changes the terminal voltage and phase regulator changes the power angle. 
Static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) generates reactive power. 
 
In this thesis the mathematical derivation for the required compensation 
voltage for the fundamental frequency has been considered at the beginning. 
We can conclude that STATCOM does not increase electrical output power. 
Voltage regulation increases the active power but must be accompanied by 
increasing the excitation voltage because it does not deliver reactive. SSSC 
increases output power and stabilises the terminal voltage at both normally 
and over excited mode. The phase regulator delivers reactive power and it can 
operate only in the over excited mode. It has better efficiency than SSSC by 
0.6%. On the other hand the phase regulation requires more compensation 
voltage than SSSC about 40% for our generator. It is worth mentioning that 
this value depends on the reactance of the generator. As result the rating of the 
inverter and the coupling transformers can be smaller with SSSC than with 
phase regulator. SSSC method has been used this research for above 
mentioned reasons.   
 
The other important point after the decision of using SSSC is dimension the 
required SSSC voltage UC. The required SSSC compensation voltage depends 
on the ratio between the internal induced voltage UP and the terminal voltage 
US. As ratio UP /US increases the required compensation voltage will decrease. 
The ratio of UP/US will determine the amount of the required permanent 
magnet for the generator. The required permanent magnet increases with 
increase of the UP/US ratio. On the other hand the cost of the generator will 
increase due to the cost of permanent magnet material. Calculation of the 
permanent magnet mass was presented. Cost comparison of the three different 
alternatives was presented.  SSSC increases the cost of the system due to the 
cost of the coupling transformers and the inverter.   
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Simulation of the complete system was done using Simulink program. The 
system consists of the permanent magnet synchronous generator, SSSC and dc 
grid.  The simulation result verified the theatrical theory proposed. In order to 
validate the simulation and the proposed theory, the SSSC compensation was 
applied to 25KVA   electrical excited salient pole synchronous generator 
connected to dc network in the lab at the Technical University Chemnitz. The 
measurement showed the   terminal voltage will decrease with the increase of 
the current without compensation but SSSC stabilises the output voltage of 
synchronous generator. At the beginning when the compensation voltage is 
zero, the output power with SSSC is less than without compensation. This is 
due the reactive power required by the coupling transformers and the voltage 
drop on the transformer impedance. SSSC should provide the reactive power 
at first needed by the coupling three transformers then the output power can 
increase and the terminal voltage can become constant. On the other hand the 
efficiency of the system will decrease due to the additional component losses. 
It is worth mentioning that the THD of the generator current decreases with 
SSSC while the THD of terminal voltage increases with SSSC. 
 
The compensation voltage is not free from harmonics in case of SSSC. The 
stator current which passes through the coupling transformer contains 
harmonics. These harmonic currents produce voltages drop on the resistance 
and inductance of the transformer. This is the source of the harmonic in the 
compensation voltage.  Also these harmonic currents cause losses in the 
transformer and increase the effective value the transformer currents.  
 
Addition of a passive filter was proposed in order to get grid of the harmonic. 
This passive filter will provide a path to the harmonic voltage. Numerical 
analysis is presented to take the harmonics into consideration. Finally 
comparison between the active filter and hybrid is presented. The needed 
SSSC compensation voltage was decreased with the installation of a passive 
filter. This is due to the improvement in the power factor and the absence of 
the harmonic in the generator current and terminal voltage. The reason is that 
the passive filter is capacitive at the fundamental frequency. The passive 
filters   with bigger capacitance are able to provide more reactive power. As 
result less compensation voltage is required. The reduction of the rating of 
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SSSC depends on the capacitance of the filter and the quality of the filter. 
Based on the fundamental frequency calculation the required compensation 
voltage will reduced be by 17% by the installation of the passive filter with 
0.2 p.u capacitance. 
 
Simulation of complete system, which includes synchronous generator, 
compensation voltage and passive filter and dc network, was done using 
Simulink program. The simulation results validated the proposed theory. The 
passive filter was built in the experiment. The measured terminal voltage and 
generator current with the passive filter had fewer harmonics compared with 
SSSC alone. The output power of the generator increased with the installation 
of the passive filter compared to the SSSC alone. The efficiency of the 
complete system slightly increased due the passive filter.  
 
 
Future Work 
 
Cost function including different component of the system have to be 
optimised. There must be a compromise between the cost of the permanent 
magnet   generator, the coupling transformer and the needed inverter.  
 
The new trends are usage of the SSSC without coupling transformer.  The 
coupling transformers are bulky component of the system. It would very 
positive to grid rid of this bulky component in order to reduce the cost of the 
supports in offshore plants and the cost of the transformers. On the other hand 
the transformers help to reduce the harmonic content in the generator current. 
In transformer less configuration, the inverter will consist of a three single 
phase converter instead of three phase inverter compared to the case with 
coupling transformer. In order to reach an optimal solution, the size of 
permanent magnet and compensation voltage in both cases with and without 
coupling transformer has to be optimised.       
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                 7 
Theses 
 
 
 
 
1. There is boom worldwide in the number of the installed wind power 
plant in order to reduce carbon dioxide emission. Offshore wind 
power plant provides a huge potential.  
 
2. The major obstacles to offshore power plant are the maintenance, the 
connection to grid and the weight of the plant. 
 
3. The permanent magnet synchronous generator provides   an attractive 
solution due to its own advantages i.e.   High power to weight ratio, 
high efficiency. The main disadvantage is the terminal voltage is not 
controllable. 
 
4. The measurement indicated of the electrical excited synchronous 
generator that the terminal voltage decrease with increase of the stator 
current.  
 
5. Over excitation is required by synchronous generator, when feeding 
dc network through a diode rectifier, in order to obtain the rated 
power of the generator. 
 
6. External reactive power compensation provides a means to control the 
terminal voltage of the generator. 
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7. Different compensation methods were examined. Static synchronous 
series compensator (SSSC) changes the generator impedance. Voltage 
regulator changes the terminal voltage and phase regulator changes 
the power angle. STATCOM generates reactive power.  
 
8. STATCOM does not increase the output power of the generator.  
 
9. Voltage regulator increases the output power of the generator but 
must be accompanied by increasing the excitation voltage because it 
does not deliver reactive power. 
 
10. SSSC increases the output power of the generator. It can operate in a 
normally excited and over excited mode.  
 
11. Phase regulator delivers reactive power and it can operate only in the 
over excited mode.  
 
12. Phase regulator requires more compensation voltage than SSSC by 
about 40% in over excited mode at rated load. This value depends on 
the reactance of the generator. On the other hand  a phase regulator 
has better efficiency than SSSC by 0.6 % at the rated load. 
 
 
13. The practical result showed that the SSSC stabilises the terminal 
voltage increases the output power. On the other hand the efficiency 
of the system is less than without compensation. 
 
14. Compensation voltage in case of SSSC is not free from harmonics. 
The reason of harmonic is that the stator current that passes   through 
the transformer contains harmonic. These harmonic currents produce 
voltages drop on the resistance and inductance of the transformer. 
 
15. In order to get rid of the harmonic content, the passive filter is 
proposed. The passive filter absorbs these harmonics. 
 
16. The passive filter reduces the compensation voltage because it 
provides reactive power. The passive filter is capacitive at the 
fundamental frequency. The reduction of the compensation voltage 
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with passive filter depends on the value of the capacitance of the 
filter.  
 
17. The compensation voltage will be reduced by 17% by the installation 
of the passive filter with 0.2 p.u capacitance based on the fundamental 
frequency calculation. 
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